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THE EQUIVARIANT HUREWICZ MAP

L. GAUNCE LEWIS, JR.

Abstract. Let G be a compact Lie group, Y be a based G-space, and V

be a G-representation. If Tty(Y) is the equivariant homotopy group of Y in

dimension V and Hft(Y) is the equivariant ordinary homology group of Y

with Burnside ring coefficients in dimension V , then there is an equivariant
Hurewicz map

h: 4(Y) ^ H°(Y).

One should not expect this map to be an isomorphism, since Hfi(Y) must be

a module over the Burnside ring, but it<fi(Y) need not be. However, here it is

shown that, under the obvious connectivity conditions on Y , this map induces

an isomorphism between Hft(Y) and an algebraically defined modification of

n$(Y).
The equivariant Freudenthal Suspension Theorem contains a technical hy-

pothesis that has no nonequivariant analog. Our results shed some light on the

behavior of the suspension map when this rather undesirable technical hypoth-

esis is not satisfied.

Introduction

Let G be a compact Lie group and F be a based G-space. One obvious way

to form an equivariant analog of the homotopy groups of a space is to assign to

each G-representation V the set 7iy(Y) of based G-homotopy classes of G-

maps from the one-point compactification Sv of F to F [4, 7, 8, 21]. These

equivariant homotopy sets are certainly of interest in the study of G-spaces,

but they are rather hard to compute. Perhaps the most basic tools available
for analyzing the nonequivariant homotopy groups of spaces are the Hurewicz

map, the associated isomorphism theorem, and Whitehead's extension of that

theorem to an epimorphism result in the next higher dimension [23]. To obtain

an equivariant analog of these tools, one must first define the homology of a G-

space Y in dimension V. By introducing RO(G)-graded equivariant ordinary

cohomology and homology in [14], May, McClure, and the author have provided

this definition. In this paper, the equivariant Hurewicz map

h: tf'Y) ^ H°'Y)
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is defined and, for representations V with the real dimension of VG greater

than or equal to 2, analogs of the Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem and White-

head's extension are proved.

Since RO(G)-graded equivariant homology is defined by producing a rep-

resenting spectrum, the natural route to these results is to first prove a sta-

ble Hurewicz theorem and then derive the unstable results via an equivariant

Freudenthal Suspension Theorem. Our work on the stable Hurewicz theorem

(Theorem 2.1) is contained in §2. This theorem is an example of those pleasant

equivariant results which seem to be proved simply by inserting G's in all the

right places. The details provided are only those necessary to accomplish two

goals. The first is to make clear the reason for our choice of the Burnside ring
as the coefficients for our homology groups. It seems that the introduction to

G-spectra given in the first two chapters of [ 15] is more demanding than had

been intended. Thus, the second goal is to provide a simple example of an

application of this material.
The second step in our approach to the unstable equivariant Hurewicz theo-

rem, that of deriving unstable results from stable ones, is an example of exactly
the opposite sort of result in equivariant homotopy theory. All sorts of dif-

ficulties arise which one might not expect based on the nonequivariant case.

Fundamentally, the problem here is simply that the gap between stable and un-

stable homotopy theory in the equivariant context is vastly wider than it is in

the nonequivariant context. The most obvious sign of this is the fact that, in the

nonequivariant context, the unstable homotopy groups n„ (X) and the homol-

ogy groups Hn(X) of a space X are the same sort of objects—that is, abelian

groups—as long as n > 2. In the equivariant context, the homology groups

Hfi(Y) of a G-space Y always carry the structure of Mackey functors, while

for G compact and Y not highly connected, the G-homotopy groups 7iy(Y)

need not have such a structure in any dimension V. Of course, by imposing

extremely strict connectivity conditions on Y and choosing V very carefully,

one may ensure that the group 7iy(Y) carries the structure of a Mackey functor.

Under such very strict conditions, one obtains exact analogs of the nonequivari-
ant Hurewicz and Whitehead results (Theorem 1.3). As indicated in Remarks

2.2, these results provide some information about the equivariant homotopy

groups of spheres. Nevertheless, the required conditions on Y and V are

simply too strict for most applications.

The increased gap between stable and unstable homotopy theory is reflected

in the equivariant Freudenthal Suspension Theorem by the presence of an un-

expected restriction (conditions (b) of Theorem 3.3) on the relations among the

dimensions of the fixed point sets VK of V for certain subgroups K of G

and the connectivity of the fixed point subsets YJ of Y with respect to certain

subgroups / of the subgroups K. As we explain in §3, these relations may

be regarded as gap conditions on the dimensions of the fixed point sets of V.

The primary purpose of this paper is to show that, at least in the dimensions
appropriate to the Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem, one can very precisely de-

scribe the consequences of the failure of V to satisfy these gap hypotheses. If

V does not satisfy them, then the Hurewicz map

h:i#iY)-+H$iY)

need not be an isomorphism. However, even in the nonequivariant context, we
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encounter a dimension, namely n — 1, in which the Hurewicz map

h: n„(X) ^ Hn(X)

need not be an isomorphism. We all know what to do; by abelianizing nx (X),

we obtain an isomorphism. Our main results, Theorems 1.7 and 1.8, have a

similar form; that is, if the dimension of Va is greater than or equal to 2 and

Y is G-(V - l)-connected, then

h:n°(Y)^H°(Y)

becomes an isomorphism after n^(Y) is altered in an appropriate way. Our

results have, however, one very big advantage over the nonequivariant result

on %\(X). The existence of nontrivial perfect groups implies that HX(X) can
vanish when nx(X) does not. No such undetectable homotopy groups occur in
our context.

Previous versions of the equivariant Freudenthal Suspension Theorem have

imposed unexpected and unwelcome extra hypotheses to obtain the result that

the suspension map is an isomorphism. Two of our intermediate results, Theo-

rem 5.1 and Proposition 6.1, may be regarded as suspension theorems of a more

sophisticated sort. Instead of imposing these extra conditions, they explain pre-

cisely how the domain of the suspension map a must be modified so that o

becomes an isomorphism. Even though these results apply only to a rather lim-

ited range of dimensions, they should be of independent interest. Proposition

6.1 should be of special interest since it sheds a bit of light on the behavior of the
change of universe functors [15, §11.1] which appear ubiquitously in equivariant
stable homotopy theory.

Two other results should be of independent interest. One, Theorem 1.11,

is an equivariant version of Whitehead's result relating the behavior in homol-

ogy and homotopy of a map f:Y-*Z. The other, Lemma 1.2, relates two
measures of the connectivity of a G-space Y. One measure is in terms of the

connectivity of the various fixed point subspaces of Y. The other is in terms

of the vanishing of certain homotopy groups 7tf(r(Y), where K ranges over the

subgroups of G and W over certain nontrivial .fif-representations. Much of the

force of the equivariant Hurewicz theorem should come out of the connection
between these two measures of connectivity.

A few remarks are appropriate about the relation of the results here to pre-

vious work. Our debt to Waner [21] is deep. He proves, for finite groups, a

Whitehead theorem like Theorem 1.11, a Hurewicz theorem like Theorem 1.3,

and Lemma 1.2. Waner uses rather sophisticated geometric techniques, based
on his notion of a F-CW complex for a representation V , to prove his results.

Our search for homotopy-theoretic variants of his tools led us to the proof of

Theorem 5.1. Hauschild proves a Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem [7], but

for an equivariant homology theory that does not satisfy the dimension axiom.

Also, he was aware of some form of Lemma 1.2. Liick [16] proves an equivari-

ant Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem, but his result is of an essentially different

nature. It deals with the homotopy and homology groups of the various fixed

point subspaces of a G-space Y, assembled into functors designed for the study
of non-simply-connected G-spaces.

This paper is organized so that all the basic definitions and the main results

on unstable homotopy groups appear in § 1. All the work on the stable Hurewicz
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map and theorem is in §2. Our simplest unstable Hurewicz theorem is derived in

§3 from Namboodiri's equivariant Freudenthal Suspension Theorem. Various

other technical results related to the suspension map also appear there. §4 is

devoted to the functors which modify the homotopy groups Uy(Y) so that

they become isomorphic to the corresponding homology groups. One of our

delicate equivariant suspension theorems, describing the extent to which the

suspension map fails to be an isomorphism, is stated and proved in §5. A

second such theorem, describing the behavior in low dimensions of the change

of universe functors of [15], is given in §6. Also a preliminary version of our

more sophisticated unstable Hurewicz theorem is stated and proved there. §7

is devoted to proving the connection between our two measures of equivariant
connectivity. The absolute version of our stronger unstable Hurewicz theorem

is proved there using this connection. The final section is devoted to the proofs

of the relative unstable Hurewicz theorem and Whitehead's theorem.

This paper is, of course, based on the approach to equivariant stable homo-
topy theory developed in [15]. However, potential readers should be comforted

to know that extensive knowledge of [15] is really not demanded. We employ

the properties of G-CW spectra developed in [15, Chapter 1]. The statements

of these properties are merely the obvious simultaneous generalization of the

properties of G-CW complexes and nonequivariant CW spectra. Minimal use

is made of the change of universe functors from [15, §11.1]. The generalization

of Wirthmüller's isomorphism described in [15, §11.6] is used extensively, but

anyone interested in equivariant homotopy theory and unfamiliar with his result

will find it well worth learning. The basic definition of the transfer for bundles

of the form G/H —> G/K is used, together with the double coset formula for

such bundles and one other nontrivial property from [15, §11.5]. Finally, basic

information from [15, §V.9] about the Burnside category is used. This cate-

gory is an obvious generalization of the Burnside ring; the results used are all

extensions of familiar facts about the Burnside ring.

1. The unstable Hurewicz isomorphism

We begin by reviewing some basic concepts of equivariant homotopy theory

in order to fix our notation. By group, we mean a compact Lie group; by

subgroup, we mean a closed subgroup. The notation K < G indicates that K is

a subgroup of the group G. All G-spaces are left G-spaces. Whenever possible,

the prefix G is omitted from our notations, so that by spaces, subspaces, maps,

etc., we mean G-spaces, G-subspaces, G-maps, etc. If AT is a subgroup of G

and F is a G-space, then YK is the AT-fixed subspace of Y. A based G-space

is a G-space Y together with a specified basepoint, which is required to be in

YG. If X is any G-space, then X+ denotes the disjoint union of X and a

G-trivial basepoint. For based G-spaces X and Y, [X, Y]G denotes the set

of based G-homotopy classes of based G-maps from X to Y .

All G-representations are assumed to have a G-invariant inner product. If
F is a G-representation, then DV, SV, and Sv denote its unit disk, its unit

sphere, and its one-point compactification, respectively. The basepoint of Sv

is the point at infinity. The dimension of V over the real numbers is denoted

\V\ ; similarly, the real virtual dimension of a virtual representation a is de-

noted \a\. For each nonnegative integer n , the trivial G representation of real
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dimension n is denoted by n. If V and W are two G-representations, then

V + W denotes their direct sum. The orthogonal complement of a subrepre-

sentation W of a representation V is denoted by V - W. Notice that, in the

absence of an explicit remark to the contrary, V - W in this article denotes

an actual representation rather than a virtual representation. The direct sum

of m copies of V is denoted m V. If V is a G-representation and F is a

based G-space, then the set [Sv, Y]G is denoted n^(Y) and called the Fth
homotopy group (or set) of Y. Recall that, if K < G and n > 0, then

xfiY) = [Sn , Y]K Si [G/K+ A S" , Y]G s nn(YK).

Let /': B —> Y be the inclusion of a G-subspace B of Y and let F i be the

homotopy fiber of i. For any G-representation V containing at least one copy

of the trivial representation, the relative homotopy set nf(Y, B) is defined to

be n\A_x(Fi). The set Uy(Y, B) may be identified with the set

UDV,SV,*),iY,B,*)]G

of G-homotopy classes of G-maps of triples.

If F is a G-space, then HG(Y) denotes the reduced, RO(G)-graded equi-
variant ordinary homology of Y with Burnside ring coefficients. If B is a

G-subspace of Y, then HG(Y, B) denotes the RO(G)-graded equivariant or-

dinary homology of the pair (Y, B) with Burnside ring coefficients. For any
G-representation V, there are natural Hurewicz maps

h: n%(Y) -^ H$(Y)   and   h: itf'Y, B) -> H$'Y, B).

In §3, we describe these maps as the composite of a stable Hurewicz map and

the stabilization map from the unstable Fth homotopy group of Y (or the pair

(Y,B)) to the stable Kth homotopy group of Y (or (Y, B)).
There are two ways to measure the equivariant connectivity of a G-space

Y. The most common measure defines the equivariant connectivity of Y in

terms of the nonequivariant connectivity of the fixed subspaces YK for the
various subgroups K of Y. A more general measure of the equivariant con-

nectivity of Y can be defined by considering the subgroups AT of G and the
ÄT-representations W for which n^y(Y) is zero. Waner has described the re-
lation between these two measures when the group G is finite [21]. Here, we

recall both measures and extend Waner's results on the relation between them

to compact Lie groups. This relationship is the source of much of the power of
the equivariant Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem.

Definition 1.1. (i) A dimension function n* is a function from the set of con-

jugacy classes of subgroups of G to the integers. The value of n* on the

conjugacy class of K < G is denoted nK. If n* and m* are two dimension

functions, then n* > m* if nK > mK for every subgroup K. Associated to

any G-representation V is the dimension function | V* | whose value at K is

the real dimension of the AT-fixed subspace VK of V. The dimension function
with constant value 2 is denoted 2*, and similarly for any other integer.

(ii) Let n* be a nonnegative dimension function. Then a G-space Y is

G-n*-connected if, for each subgroup K of G, the fixed point space YK is

«^-connected. A G-space Y is G-connected if it is G-0*-connected. Also, a
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G-space is simply G-connected if it is G-l*-connected. A space Y is homo-

logically G-n* -connected if, for every subgroup K of G and every integer m

with 0 < m < nK , the homology group H%(Y) is zero.

(iii) Let n* be a nonnegative dimension function and let /: Y —> Z be a

G-map. Then / is a G-n*-equivalence if, for every subgroup K of G,

(/*).: jzm(y*)^/im(Z*)

is an isomorphism for every integer m with 0 < m < nK and an epimorphism

for m = nK . A G-pair (7, 5) is said to be G-n* -connected if the inclusion of

B into F is a G-n*-equivalence. The notions of homology G-n*-equivalence

and of homology G-n*-connectedness for pairs are defined similarly, but with

homotopy groups replaced by homology groups.

(iv) Let F be a G-representation. For each subgroup K of G, let V(K)

be the orthogonal complement of VK ; then V(K) is a AT-representation. The

G-space Y is G-V-connected if 7ty^+m(Y) is zero for each subgroup K of

G and each integer m with 0 < m < \VK\. Similarly, the G-space Y is

homologically G-V -connected if HyiK)+miY) is zero for each subgroup K of

G and each integer m with 0 < m < \ VK \.
(v) Let F be a G-representation. A G-0*-equivalence /: Y —> Z is said to

be a G-V-equivalence if, for every subgroup AT of G, the map

fi'. nv(K)+miY) ~~* nV(K)+miZ)

is an isomorphism for every integer m with 0 < m <\VK\ and an epimorphism

for m = \VK\. A homology G-V-equivalence is defined similarly. A G-pair

(Y, B) is G-V-connected (or homologically G-V-connected) if the inclusion

of 2? into y is a G-F-equivalence (or a homology G-F-equivalence).
(vi) Let B be a G-subspace of y and let AT be a subgroup of G. If the

inclusion of B into y is a AT-0*-equivalence but not a weak AT-equivalence,

then the K-connectivity cK(Y, B) of the pair (Y, B) is the largest integer n

such that, for every subgroup J of K ,

(fJ)t:nm(BJ)^nm(YJ)

is an isomorphism for every integer m with 0 < m < n and an epimorphism

for m = n . If the inclusion of B in Y is a weak A'-equivalence, then cK(Y, B)

is oo. If the inclusion of B in Y is not a A%0*-equivalence, then cK(Y, B)

is -1. The K-connectivity cKY of abased G-space Y is cK(Y, *), where *

is the basepoint of Y. Note that if F i is the homotopy fiber of the inclusion
i: B —» y, then cK(Y, B) is I + cKFi. The dimension functions with values

cK(Y,B) and cKY at A" are denoted c*(Y,B) and c*y.

The prefix "G-" is deleted from all of our notations for connectivity and

equivalence whenever the omission should not lead to confusion.

Waner's result, which we extend to compact Lie groups, equates K-connecti-

vity and |F*|-connectivity. This equation suggests the possibility of using a

multitude of representations to obtain bounds for c* Y. Any one representation

might provide a good estimate of cKY for only a few subgroups K, but a

collection of representations might together provide a complete picture of c* Y.
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Lemma 1.2. Let Y and Z be G-spaces, (Y, B) be a G-pair, f: Y -* Z be a
G-map, and V be a G-representation. Then the following assertions are true.

(i)  The space Y is V-connected if and only if it is \V*{-connected.
(ii) The G-pair (Y, B) is V-connected if and only if it is \V*\-connected.

(iii)  The map f is a V-equivalence if and only if it is a \V* ¡-equivalence.

Hereafter, we make constant implicit use of this lemma by employing the

notions of V- and \V*\-connectivity interchangeably.

Our first form of the unstable equivariant Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem

relates the unmodified equivariant homotopy groups of a G-space Y to the

equivariant homology of Y. The proof of this theorem, given in §3, can easily

be extended to give the obvious relative version of the theorem.

Theorem 1.3. Let Y be a simply G-connected based G-CW complex and V be

a G-representation with \VG\ > 2.

ii) If, for all J <K<G,

(a) \(V- 1)K\ <cKY and

(b) l + \VK\<cJY,

then the Hurewicz map h: nG(Y) -» Hfi(Y) is an isomorphism. Moreover, if all

the inequalities in (a) are strict, then both groups are zero,

(ii) If, for all J <K<G,

(a) |(F-2)*|<c*y and

(b) \VK\<cJY,

then the Hurewicz map h: nG(Y) —> H$(Y) is an epimorphism.

Condition (a) in each part of this theorem is exactly the condition that one
would expect from the nonequivariant Hurewicz theorem. However, condition

(b) in both parts is extremely restrictive. It is necessary because the group

Hft(Y) is stable with respect to suspension by every G-representation W ;

whereas condition (a) can, at best, only ensure that the group nG(Y) is sta-

ble with respect to suspension by the representation V. To eliminate condition
(b), we must give up the epimorphism half of the theorem. Moreover, for the

first half of the theorem, we must accept a comparison of a modification of the

equivariant homotopy groups with the equivariant homology groups. In order

to describe the required modifications to the homotopy groups, we must first

describe the full structure of the equivariant homotopy and homology groups

of y. These groups are actually contravariant functors from certain categories

whose objects are the orbits G/K for the group G.

Definition 1.4. (i) The orbit category cfG has as objects the orbits G/K. The

set of morphisms in cfG from G/K to G/J is the set of G-homotopy classes

of G-maps from G/K to G/J.
(ii) Let F be a finite- or countably infinite-dimensional G-representation.

The V-Burnside category A%G(V) has as its objects the orbits G/K. If V

is finite dimensional, then the set of morphisms from G/K to G/J is

[LVG/K+, IfG/J+]G. If V is infinite dimensional, then the set of morphisms
is the colimit of the sets [LWG/K+, I^G/J+]G, where W runs over the finite-

dimensional G-invariant subspaces of V. If \VG\ > 2, then the morphism
sets of 3êG(V) are abelian groups. Recall from [15, p. 11] that a G-universe
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is a countably infinite-dimensional G-representation which contains the triv-

ial G-representation and which contains infinitely many copies of each of its

finite-dimensional subrepresentations. Also recall that a complete G-universe

is just a G-universe that contains infinitely many copies of every irreducible

G-representation. When F is a G-universe, the set of morphisms in 3§G(V)

from G/K to G/J is just the set of F-stable G-maps from the F-suspension

spectrum of G/A:+ to that of G/J+ . We write &G for âSG(V) when F is a
complete G-universe.

(iii) Stabilization gives a functor s: cfG -* £%G(V) for any G-representation

V. If W c V, then stabilization gives a functor s: 3§G(W) -» 3§G(V).
In §3 it will be shown that this second functor is often an isomorphism of

categories. In particular, if \VG\ > 2, then s: A%G(V) -> 3§G(V + n) is an
isomorphism.

The orbit category cfG, for finite groups G, appears in Bredon's work [1]

on equivariant ordinary cohomology theories. Illman introduces @G for any
compact Lie group G in his extension [9, 10] of Bredon's work. The Burnside

category AAA§G is an elementary extension of the Burnside ring and is described
in§V.9of [15].

Definition 1.5. (i) A coefficient system is a contravariant functor from cfG to

the category Ab of abelian groups. The category of all such functors (together

with the natural transformations among these functors) is denoted ^G .

(ii) If F is a G-representation with \VG\ > 2, then a V-Mackey functor is a

contravariant additive functor from the category 3êG(V) to Ab . The category

of all such functors is denoted JlAG(V). If F is a complete G-universe, then

such functors are called Mackey functors and the category is denoted JAG . When

G is finite, this definition of a Mackey functor is equivalent to that normally

given in representation theory [5, 11, 14, 15]. If Rn is the «-dimensional triv-
ial G-representation, then M." -Mackey functors are simply coefficient systems

because the morphism sets of £@G(W) are the free abelian groups generated by

the corresponding morphism sets of cfG [18, 22]. Thus, coefficient systems are

a particular type of F-Mackey functors.

(iii) Precomposition by the functors 5 of Definition 1.4(iii) gives functors

s*:^G(V)^%,        s*: JAG(V) -> JAG(W)

for any G-representation F and any inclusion W c F of G-representations.

The first functor is the special case of the second in which W is taken to be

a copy of R2 in F. Whenever s: AAMG(W) —> AA8G(V) is an isomorphism, we

identify F- and 1F-Mackey functors via the induced isomorphism s*.

Examples 1.6. (i) For any G-representation F and any based G-space y,the

homotopy set nG(Y) may be converted into a contravariant functor from the

orbit category @G to the category Setst of pointed sets by defining its value

on the object G/K to be

[G/K+ A Sv , Y]G 2 [Sv , Y]K = n$iY).

The effect of a morphism /: G/K —> G/J in tfG is simply that of precomposi-

tion by the suspension of / regarded as a map between G-spaces. We denote

this functor by nf(Y). If \VG\ > 2, then this functor is a F-Mackey functor.
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Unfortunately, if \VG\ = 1, nG(Y) is not necessarily a functor from âSG(V)

to the category Grp of groups. The value of ff^(y) at any orbit G/K is a

group. However, some of the maps in 3SG(V) are not suspensions of maps and

so need not induce group homomorphisms between the values of nG(Y). Note

that cGY is the largest integer n such that nG(Y) vanishes for all m <n .

(ii) Similarly, if F is a G-representation that contains at least one copy of
the trivial representation and (Y, B) isa G-pair, then the set n$(Y, B) can be

converted into a contravariant functor nG(Y, B) into Sets*. Unfortunately,

since 7iy(Y, B) is defined in terms of nG_x(Fi), its natural domain category

is 3§G(V - 1) instead of A@G(V). This would be a real inconvenience if these
two categories were not isomorphic when \VG\ > 3. Notice that, if \VG\ = 2

and nG_x(B) is zero, then n^(Y, B) isa F-Mackey functor because it is the

cokernel of the natural transformation n°-(B) —► nf(Y) between F-Mackey
functors.

(iii) The equivariant ordinary homology groups with Burnside ring coeffi-
cients of a G-space y or a G-pair (Y, B) may be converted into Mackey

functors by assigning to the orbit G/K the homology of the space Y (or the

pair (Y, B)) with respect to the subgroup K. We denote these functors by
HG(Y) and HG(Y,B).

(iv) Recall that Mackey functors are [/-Mackey functors for a complete G-

universe U. Such a universe contains any G-representation F. Thus, choosing

a copy of F in U gives a functor s* from the category of Mackey functors
to the category of F-Mackey functors. Via 5*, H^(y) and HG(Y, B) may

be regarded as F-Mackey functors. Then the absolute and relative Hurewicz
maps are the natural transformations

h: n%(Y) ̂  s*ltf(Y)   and   h: n^'Y, B) - s*H$(Y, B).

The functor s* has a left adjoint s* which converts F-Mackey functors into

Mackey functors (see Lemma 4.5). There are adjoint Hurewicz maps

h:stnf(Y)^Hf(Y)   and   ft: stnf(Y, B) -» H^(y, B).

The second form of the unstable Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem gives con-
ditions under which these adjoint Hurewicz maps are isomorphisms.

Theorem 1.7. Let Y be a based G-CW complex and let V be a G-representation
such that \VG\ > 2. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(a) y is ( V - 1 fconnected.
(b) y is simply G-connected and homologically ( V - 1 fconnected.

Moreover, either of these conditions implies that the map

h:stnG/(Y)^UG,(Y)

is an isomorphism for any G-representation W with 2* < \W*\ < \V*\. If W

is any G-representation with \W*\ < \V*\, then either of the conditions above
implies that both n^(Y) and H^,(y) are zero.

Theorem 1.8. Let (Y, B) be a based G-CW pair with both Y and B simply
G-connected and let V be a G-representation such that \VG\ > 2. Then the
following two conditions are equivalent:

(a) (Y,B) is (V - Ifconnected.
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(b) (Y, B) is homologically (V - Ifconnected.

Moreover, either of these conditions implies that, for any G-representation W

with 2* < \W*\ < \V*\, n%(Y,B) isa W-Mackey functor (instead of just a

(W - l)-Mackey functor) and the map

h:s,n%(Y,B)^n^(Y,B)

is an isomorphism, where s* is the functor associated to an inclusion of W into

a complete G-universe. If \W*\ < \V*\ and (Y, B) is (V - Ifconnected, then

both n%,(Y, B) and U%(Y, B) are zero.

The nonequivariant Hurewicz theorem is often used to argue that, because

the homology groups of a space vanish in a certain range, the homotopy groups

must also vanish in that range. The presence of stn^(Y) instead of n^(Y)

in Theorem 1.7 might seem to preclude similar arguments in the equivariant

context, since the obvious conclusion would be only that sifn^,(Y) vanishes

when H^(y) does. The following result, equating the vanishing of s^n^iY)

and iiyy(Y), eliminates this difficulty.

Proposition 1.9. Let W c F be G-representations with \WG\ > 2, N be a

W-Mackey functor, and í»: J¡AG(W) —* JAG(V) be the functor associated to the

inclusion ofi W in V. If K is a subgroup of G such that N(G/J) = 0 for
every proper subgroup J of K, then

(s*N)(G/K) = N(G/K).

In particular, (s*N)(G/{e}) = N(G/{e}). Also, if s*N = 0, then N = 0.

The following homological criterion for contractibility is an obvious conse-

quence of our absolute Hurewicz theorem.

Proposition 1.10. Let Y be a simply G-connected G-CW complex. If there is a

G-representation V such that H$+m(Y) = 0 for every subgroup K of G and

every integer m, then Y is G-contractible.

There is, of course, an equivariant Whitehead theorem corresponding to our

equivariant Hurewicz theorems.

Theorem 1.11. Let Y and Z be G-connected G-CW complexes, f: Y —> Z
be a  G-map, and  V  and  W  be G-representations with  \W*\ < \V*\.   If

f is a V-equivalence, then f is also a W-equivalence and a homology W-

equivalence. Moreover, if Y and Z are simply G-connected and f is a homol-

ogy V-equivalence, then f is a V-equivalence.

The two real disappointments in our results are the lack of any analog of

Whitehead's epimorphism result [23] in Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 and the lack of

any results for representations F with \VG\ < 1. We conclude this section

with a counterexample and some remarks related to these disappointments.

Example 1.12. Let p be a prime and n > 3. Let G = Z/p, V be a nontrivial

irreducible complex representation of G, and Y be 1I"SV+ . An equivariant

analog of Whitehead's result would require that the map

h:st.nG+x(Y)^UG+x(Y)
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be an epimorphism. Since G acts freely off the basepoint of Y, it is easy to

check that, for e = 0 or 1, the value of the coefficient system nG+E(Y) at the

orbit G/K is given by

cO, ifK = G,

nG+£(Y)(G/K) =\l, if K = {e} and e = 0,

I Z e Z/2,    if K = {e} and e = 1.

For e = 0 or 1, the Mackey functor HG+e ( Y) can be computed using the cofiber

sequence

G+ -► SV+ -» ZG+ -» IG+,

in which the first map is the inclusion of an orbit and the third map is the

difference of the identity map and the G-map sending e £ G to some generator

t £ G [12, 13]. For either value of e, the value of UG+e(Y) at both the
orbit G/e and the orbit G/G is Z. If e = 0, then the transfer map from

HG+e(Y)(G/e) to UG+E(Y)(G/G) is the identity and the restriction map from

UG+e(Y)(G/G) to HG+e(Y)(G/e) is multiplication by p. On the other hand,
if e = 1, the transfer map is multiplication by p and the restriction map is the

identity. Note that 7r^+1(y) may be regarded as the direct sum of the coefficient

system nG(Y) anda 2-torsion coefficient system. Since the Hurewicz theorem

says that s»nG(Y) is isomorphic to the Mackey functor H^(y), s*nG+x(Y)

must be isomorphic to the direct sum of the Mackey functor H^(y) and a

2-torsion Mackey functor. It follows by an easy computation that there is no

epimorphic natural transformation from s*nG+x(Y) to H^+1(y). Thus, there

can be no analog of Whitehead's result for Theorem 1.7.

Remarks 1.13. The nonequivariant analog of the Hurewicz Isomorphism The-

orem for a representation F with \VG\ = 0 is, of course, the assertion that

Hq(X) is the free abelian group generated by the set of path components of X.

The analog for \VG\ = 1 is the assertion that, for a path connected space X,
the map

h: nx(X) ^ HX(X)

is just the projection of a group onto its abelianization. The proofs of these two

results are rather different from the proof of the Hurewicz theorem for higher

dimensions; they depend very heavily on the geometric simplicity of 0- and

1-simplices. A G-representation F with \VG\ < 1 certainly need not share in

this simplicity. Thus, it seems that the proof of an unstable Hurewicz theorem

applicable to a general representation F of this form may be quite difficult. On

the other hand, we may regard nG(Y) and nG(Y) as functors from <fG to the

categories Sets* of pointed sets and Grp of groups, respectively. There are
then suspension natural transformations

o0: nG(Y) - r*0nG(Z2Y),        ax : nG(Y) -» r*xnG(LY),

where r¿¡ and r* are the obvious forgetful functors. The behavior of these two

natural transformation, which describe the effect of suspension on the homotopy

sets of the various fixed point subspaces of Y, is quite obvious. At each orbit

G/H, cr0 simply injects a pointed set into the free abelian group it generates
(the basepoint of the pointed set is sent to the zero of the group). Similarly, if

y is G-connected, then, at each orbit, ox is just the projection of a group onto
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its abelianization. Theorem 1.7 applies to n%(I?Y) and, if Y is G-connected,

to n2(LY). From this, we obtain Hurewicz isomorphisms

ft:^°*0G(y)^H<i(y)

and, if y is G-connected,

h:strÍ7iG(Y)^HG(Y).

Here, s* is the functor arising from an inclusion of R2 into a complete G-

universe, and r° and r\ are the left adjoints of r^ and r*.

2. The stable Hurewicz isomorphism

Our unstable equivariant Hurewicz isomorphism theorems are derived from a

stable equivariant Hurewicz isomorphism theorem and an equivariant Freuden-

thal Suspension Theorem. Recall that RO(G)-graded equivariant ordinary co-

homology with Mackey functor coefficients was defined in [ 14] by constructing a

representing Eilenberg-Mac Lane G-spectrum. This spectrum must be indexed

on a complete G-universe U. Thus, throughout this section, we assume that

all spectra are indexed on this complete G-universe. Roughly speaking, this is

just the assumption that our G-spectra are indexed on all G-representations. If

Burnside ring coefficients are used in our ordinary theory, then the represent-

ing G-spectrum HA is a commutative ring spectrum, whose unit S° —> HA

induces the stable Hurewicz map

h:nG(D)^HG(D).

The equivariant stable Hurewicz isomorphism theorem specifies the dimensions

in which this map is an isomorphism between the equivariant stable homotopy

and homology of a (-l)-connected G-spectrum.

Theorem 2.1. Let D be a G-CW spectrum such that 71% (D) = 0 for all subgroups

K of G and all n < 0. Let a be an element of RO(G). Then the following
assertions are true:

(i) If \aK\ < 0 for all subgroups K of G, then nG(D) and HG(D) are
both zero.

(ii) If \aK\ < 0 for all subgroups K of G, then the stable Hurewicz map

ft: 7iG(D) —> HG(D) is an isomorphism.

(iii) If \aK\ < 1 for all subgroups K of G, then the stable Hurewicz map ft

is an epimorphism.

Remarks 2.2. The epimorphism portion of this theorem has a curious implica-

tion for the equivariant stable homotopy groups of spheres. Let G be a finite

group, » be a nontrivial complex one-dimensional representation of G, and ß

be a virtual representation of G such that \ßK\ = 0 for every subgroup K of

G. The Hurewicz map

7cG+ri_x(Z°°S°)^HG+n_x(S0)

is onto by Theorem 2.1 (iii). Thus, any nonvanishing result for HJ¡+tl_x(S°)

implies the existence of nonzero elements in n^ X(L°°S°). The methods used

in [13] to compute Hç(5°) for G = Z/p can be applied to the computation of
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Hß+„-iiS°) for any finite group G. Let J be the kernel of n. Then there is

an exact sequence

UG(S°) JU hG/JHG(S°) - HG+r¡_x(S°) - 0,

where hG/jHG(S°), Dress's zero-dimensional cohomology of HÇ(S°) with re-

spect to G/J [5, 11], is the equalizer of the pair of transfers

HG(G/J+) ^ H^(G/7+ A G/J+).

The map y is the unique map arising from the fact that the transfer

t:Hg(S°)^Ug(G/J+)

equalizes t, and t2 . Since 10*1 = 0 for all K < G, UG(S°) and nG(L°°S°)

are isomorphic by Theorem 2.1(a). The description of «^(E^S0) given in [4]

may be used to compute H^ X(S°). If J is not the trivial subgroup {e},

then HÇ+ x(S°) is nonzero under fairly general conditions. In particular, if

G is abelian, then H%     X(S°) is the cokernel of the map

r:HG(S°)^HG(G/J+).

For example, if G = Z/p2 and J = Z/p, then H^^S0) is Z/p . Thus, there

are nonzero elements in the equivariant stable homotopy groups of spheres in

this generalized dimension one. More surprising, these elements are detected

by homology. The epimorphism result (Theorem L3(ii)) in our first unstable

Hurewicz theorem gives some indication of when these elements in the equivari-

ant stable stems actually appear in the unstable equivariant homotopy groups
of spheres.

In Theorem 2.6 of [ 13], it was shown that, if G = Z/p and y is a generalized

G-CW complex constructed from the unit disks of complex G-representations

satisfying certain dimensional restrictions, then the equivariant ordinary coho-

mology of y is free as an RO(G)-graded algebra over H^S0). The proof turns
on the failure of equivariant ordinary cohomology to detect the attaching maps

of the cells of Y. The fact that, for G = Z/p2 , the Hurewicz map is nonzero

in dimensions of the form ß + q-l indicates that this freeness result from [ 13]

cannot be generalized beyond the groups Z/p . Preliminary calculations even

suggest that the attaching maps of the cells of certain complex projective spaces

with linear Z/p2 actions are detected by homology groups in dimensions of the

form ß + rj - I . Thus, Proposition 3.1 of [13], which asserts the freeness of

the cohomology of complex projective spaces with linear Z/p actions, may not
generalize to groups other than Z/p.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. The

two technical results below establish the behavior of the Hurewicz map in im-

portant special cases. If G is finite, then the first result is a trivial consequence
of the dimension axiom and the generalization of Wirthmüller's isomorphism

given in Corollary II.6.5 of [15]. More effort is required when G is not finite.

Lemma 2.3. Let K and L be subgroups of G and let n be a positive integer.
Then the following assertions are true:

(i) [L°°G/K+ , lnZ°°G/L+]G = 0.
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(ii) [XooG/A'+,X"X°oG/L+A/L4]G = 0.

(iii)  The map

[L°°G/K+, X°°G/L+]G -» [LcoG/K+ , 1°°G/L+ A HA]G,

induced by the unit e : S —► HA, is an isomorphism.

Proof. Part (i) is a special case of Proposition 3.2. For the rest, recall that

the spectrum HA was obtained in [14] as the spectrum representing zero-

dimensional equivariant ordinary cohomology with Burnside ring coefficients.

The dimension axiom implies that HA is G-(-l)-connected. Thus, HA may

be assumed to be a G-CW spectrum whose bottom cells are in dimension zero

by Proposition 1.7.14 of [15]. Since H^(S°) is the Burnside ring, which is the

stable zero stem, the zero skeleton of HA may be taken to be S° . With this

choice, no 1-cells are required to form HA and the unit S° —> HA is the inclu-

sion of the 1-skeleton into HA. Parts (ii) and (iii) follow from this observation

and part (i) by an induction argument over the skeleton of HA.

Proposition 2.4. Let X and Y be based G-CW complexes such that X is finite

dimensional. Let t. be 0,1, or 2 and assume that, for each subgroup K of G,

the dimension of each G/K-cell of X is less than or equal to cKY + e. Then

the following assertions are true:

(i) lfe = 0, then [X°°X, X°°y]G and [Z°°X, Z°°Y AHA]G are both zero.
(ii) If e = 1, then the map

ft : [X°°X, X°° Y]G -+ [1°°X, X°° y A HA]G,

induced by the unit of HA, is an isomorphism.

(iii) If e = 2, then the map ft is an epimorphism.

Proof. Part (i) follows from an induction argument on the skeleton of X . For
part (ii), observe that ft induces a map of the long exact sequences obtained by

applying the functors [?,X°°y]G and [?, X°°y /\HA]G to the cofiber sequence

X" _> Xn+X -> xn+{/xn,

where X" is the «-skeleton of 1. An induction argument on the skeleton of

X reduces the proof to the case X = G/K+ A S" , with « < cKY + 1. The

isomorphism

[X°°g/a:+ a sn, x°°y a ha\g s [l^s" , x°°y a ha\k

and the corresponding isomorphism with HA replaced by S further reduce

the proof to the case K = G. We may assume that the space y is a G-CW

complex whose cells are all of dimension greater than or equal to cGY + 1.
Arguing inductively over the skeleton of Y, we obtain part (ii) from Lemma

2.3. For part (iii), we proceed exactly as in part (ii) to reduce the proof to the

case X = Sn and Y = X"-'G/7+ . In the event that J = G or G = {e}, h
is trivially an epimorphism because, by the cohomology dimension axiom, its

range vanishes. Otherwise, Wirthmiiller's isomorphism [ 15] identifies

ft: [LcoS",l.00I.n-lG/J+]G -» [L°°Sn, IAx"Ln-xG/J+ AHA]G

with the map

ft : [I.°°Sn , Z°°ST+n-l]j -» [X°°.S", j?°sT+n-1 A HA]j,
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where T is the /-representation given by the tangent space of G/J at the

identity coset eJ. This reduces the proof of part (iii) to an instance of part

(iii) for a proper subgroup of G. Since we have observed that part (iii) holds

for G = {e} , an inductive argument using the descending chain condition for
subgroups completes the proof.

The equivariant stable Hurewicz isomorphism theorem follows easily from
this proposition.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since D is G-(-l)-connected, we may assume that it is

a G-CW spectrum whose lowest-dimensional cells are in dimension zero (see

Proposition 1.7.14 of [15]). Arguing inductively over the skeleton of D, we can

reduce to the case D = I*°°G/K+ A Sn , where « > 0. If a is represented by

the formal difference V - W of G-representations F and W, then this case
follows from the proposition above with X = Sv and Y = G/K+ A Sw+n .

3. The stabilization of homotopy groups

Here we discuss the passage from unstable to stable equivariant homotopy

groups. Out of this discussion, we obtain the promised generalization of Lemma

2.3(i), two observations about the functors s of Definition 1.4(iii), the proof

of the first version of our unstable Hurewicz theorem (Theorem 1.3), and the

intuition behind the proof of the second form of our unstable Hurewicz theo-
rem.

If X and y are based G-spaces and W is a G-representation, then suspen-
sion by W induces a map

o-:[X,Y]G-+[-ZwX,-LwY]G.

Moreover, for any G-universe U, there is an "infinite" suspension, or stabiliza-
tion, map

ff:[*,y]G^[z°°x,xooy]G.

The following definition of the unstable Hurewicz maps explains a part of our

interest in these suspension maps.

Definition 3.1. (i) Let y be a based G-space and F be a G-representation.
The absolute unstable Hurewicz map is the composite

ft: n$(Y) = [Sv, y]G-^[X005,K,xooy]G = 7tp(xooy) -±>h$(Y).

Here, nf(L°°Y) is to be computed with respect to a complete G-universe

U and the last map is just the stable Hurewicz map induced by the unit

e : S° —> HA of the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum HA. Due to its natural-

ity, the unstable Hurewicz map may be regarded as a natural transformation

h:n$(Y)^s*H<f(Y),

where s* is the functor induced by an inclusion of F into U.

(ii) Let (Y, B) be a G-pair and F be a G-representation with \VG\ > 1.
Let F i and Ci be the homotopy fiber and cofiber of the inclusion i: B —> Y.

The relative unstable Hurewicz map is the composite

ft: tig(Y, V) = nf_x(Fi)-^HG_x(Fi)

S HG(LFi) -+ HG(Ci) = HG(Y, B).
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Here, the first map is the absolute unstable Hurewicz map and the last map is

induced by the canonical comparison map between TLFi and Ci. The rela-
tive Hurewicz map may, of course, be regarded as the natural transformation

between the (V - 1)-Mackey functors n$(Y, B) and s*Wf(Y, B), where the

functor s* comes from an inclusion of F - 1 into U.

Obviously, to prove our unstable Hurewicz theorems, we must study the

stabilization map a. Recall from [15, p. 11] that an indexing sequence for a

G-universe U is a sequence {Am}m>0 of G-subspaces of U with A0 = 0,

Am c Am+X, and U the union of the Am. If X and Y are based G-CW

complexes and X is finite, then

[L°°X, X°° Y]G = colimfl4"*, Ia" Y]g ,

where the colimit is taken over the maps induced by suspension by the orthog-

onal complement of Am in Am+X (see Lemma 1.4.8 of [15]). The stabilization

map o is the inclusion of the first term in the colimit system. To show that

the map o is an isomorphism or an epimorphism, it suffices to show that the

stabilization map

\LAmX, lAr"Y]G - [LA^X, 1A^Y]G

is an isomorphism or epimorphism for m > 0. Also, to show that the group
[L°°X, X°°y]G vanishes, it suffices to show that the groups [LAmX, I.AmY]G

vanish for all large m .

This observation about [X°°X, X°° Y]G suffices for the proof of the general-

ization of Lemma 2.3(i) promised in §2.

Proposition 3.2. Let K and L be subgroups of G, and let U be any G-universe.

If n > 0, then the group [1°°G/K+ , X"X°°G/L+]G is zero.

Proof. This group is the colimit of the sets

\LA»G/K+ , X^-G/L+Jg S [Sa- , I.nI.A"-G/L+]K .

The A>space SAm has a AT-CW structure in which, for each subgroup J of K,

the K/J cells of SAm all have dimension no more than cJ(En'LAmG/L+). It

follows by an induction on the K-skeleton of SAm that [SAm , 1P1LA"' G/L+]K

is trivial.

The key to the more difficult process of describing when the stabilization

map a is an isomorphism or an epimorphism is an equivariant version of

the Freudenthal Suspension Theorem. This theorem also provides insight into

the behavior of the functors s of Definition 1.4(iii). We employ Namboodiri's

version [19] of the equivariant suspension theorem, which we restate here in our

notation. Recall that, for a G-space X, the set Iso(A') is the set of subgroups

of G which are isotropy subgroups of points in X.

Theorem 3.3 (Namboodiri). Let W be a G-representation and Y be a based

G-CW complex such that cKY > 1 whenever \WK\ > 0. Then the suspension

map
o:[X,Y]G^[LwX,I.wY]G

is an isomorphism if, for all J < K < G,

(a) dimX* < 2cK Y when K £ Iso(X) and

(b) 1 -fdim** < cJY when K £ lso(X) and \WJ\ > \WK\.
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Moreover, o is an epimorphism if, for all J < K < G,

(a) dimX* < 1 + 2c* y when K £ Iso(X) and
(b) dim** <cJY when K £ Iso(X) and \WJ\ > \WK\.

Condition (b) in both of these assertions corrects an obvious misprint in

Theorem 2.3 of [19]. These conditions (b) are vacuously satisfied if the repre-

sentation IF is a trivial G-representation. This observation suffices to establish

the claim in Definition 1.4(iii) that the functor 5: £8G(V) -> ¿%G(V + n) is usu-

ally an isomorphism.

Lemma 3.4. If V is a G-representation with \VG\ > 2, then the functor

s: mG(V) ^ 3êG(V + n)

is an isomorphism of categories.

When W is not a trivial representation, the (b) conditions in Namboodiri's

theorem are rather strong. The need to satisfy them accounts for the very strin-

gent and unsatisfactory conditions (b) in our first unstable Hurewicz theorem

(Theorem 1.3).

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Note that the hypotheses of this theorem are stable in the

sense that, if they are satisfied by F and Y, then they are satisfied by F + IF

and X^y for any G-representation W. The isotropy subgroup restrictions

present in conditions (a) and (b) of Namboodiri's theorem have been omitted

in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 to ensure this stability. Thus the conditions

in part (i) of Theorem 1.3 imply that the stabilization map

o:nG-(Y)^nG-(IA*'Y)

is an isomorphism. Here the stable group is computed with respect to a complete

G-universe. Similarly, the conditions in part (ii) imply that this stabilization

map o is an epimorphism. In both parts of Theorem 1.3, condition (a) ensures

that the hypotheses of the appropriate part of Proposition 2.4 are satisfied so
that the stable Hurewicz map

h:nG-(l°°Y)->HG(Y)

is an isomorphism or epimorphism. The unstable Hurewicz map is the com-

posite of a and the stable Hurewicz map ft .

In the proof of an unstable Hurewicz theorem, the suspension theorem is
applied to the group

nG(Y) = [Sv ,Y]G

under the assumption that, for every subgroup K of G, \VK\ < 1 + cKY.

The key to our proof of the second type of the unstable Hurewicz theorem

is the observation that, in this context, it is much easier to satisfy condition

(b) of the suspension theorem if IF is a subrepresentation of « F, for some

« > 1. Thus, the proof of the second form of the isomorphism theorem is in
two steps. In the first step, which is carried out in this section and in §5, we

study the stabilization of nG(Y) with respect to V . In the second step, which

is carried out in §6, we study the stabilization with respect to all the irreducible
representations of G missing from F .
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To understand why it is easier to deal with the suspension of nG(Y) by a

subrepresentation W of «F, notice that, if J < K < G and \WJ\ > \WK\,

then \VJ\>\VK\ and

i + |f*| < \vJ\ < i + cyy.

This inequality fails to imply condition (b) of the isomorphism part of the

suspension theorem (applied to tcg(Y)) only because of the 1 on the right-

hand side. Moreover, if all the gaps in the fixed point dimensions of F are at

least 2, then the inequality above becomes

1 + |F*| < -l + \VJ\ <cJY,

and condition (b) of the isomorphism part of the suspension theorem is auto-

matically satisfied. We formalize these observations in the following definition
and proposition.

Definition 3.5. (i) If F is a G-representation, then let F°° be the direct sum

of countably many copies of F. Note that F°° is a G-universe in the sense of

[15, p. 11] whenever F contains a copy of the trivial representation.

(ii) A G-representation F is sufficiently large if \VG\ > 2 and, whenever

J < K < G and \VJ\ > \VK\, then \VJ\ > \VK\ + 2. Observe that if F is a
complex G-representation that contains a trivial representation, then F is suf-

ficiently large. Also, if F is a G-representation containing at least two copies

of each of its irreducible subrepresentations and containing a trivial represen-

tation, then F is sufficiently large. In particular, if F is the sum of two copies

of a representation containing a trivial representation, then F is sufficiently

large.

Proposition 3.6. Let V be a G-representation with \VG\ > 2 and Y be a

(V - Ifconnected, based G-CW complex. Let W be a subrepresentation of

nV, for some « > 1. Then the following assertions are true:
(i) If 1 + \VK\ < cJY for every subgroup K of lso(Sv) and every subgroup

J of K with \VJ\ > \VK\, then the maps

o: tcg(Y) - nG+w(I.wY),        o: nG(Y) - nG(l°°Y)

are isomorphisms, provided that the stable homotopy group 7t^(X°°y) is com-

puted with respect to the universe F°° .

(ii) If V is sufficiently large, then both of the maps a in part (i) are isomor-
phisms.

Our observations about suspending F-homotopy groups by subrepresenta-

tions of «F also suffice to prove the following result about the functors 5 of

Definition 1.4(iii).

Lemma 3.7. Let V be a G-representation with \VG\ > 2. Then the functor

s:¿$G(V)^¿%G(V°°),

is an epimorphism on morphism sets. Moreover, if V is sufficiently large, then

this functor s is an isomorphism.

4. The categories £%G(V)  and the functors s*  and 5*

The remainder of this article focuses on cases where the suspension map

a:nG(Y)^7iG+w(ZwY)
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and the stabilization map

a:n^(Y)^7t^(IAJOY)

are not isomorphisms, but induce isomorphisms from a modification s*nG(Y)

of nG(Y) to nG+w{LwY) or nG(l.°°Y). In this section, we give an explicit

method for computing the functors s* and summarize the properties of both

the functors s* and their adjoints s*. To do this, we must first give an explicit

description of the structure of the categories 3êG(V) ■
The category AÁ§G is, by definition, isomorphic to the full subcategory of the

equivariant stable category whose objects are the suspension spectra X°°G/AT+
of the orbits of G. Recall from [15, §V.9] that, for any two subgroups K and

H of G, the set of morphisms in AAi§G from G/K to G/H is the free abelian

group whose generators correspond, under the isomorphism, to composites of
the form

1°°G/K+ -1+ X°°G//+ -^+ 1°°G/H+,

where J < K, x is the transfer associated to the equivariant bundle projection

q: G/J -> G/K, and p is a space-level G-map from G/J to G/H. When
G is not finite, we must impose the restriction that the index of J in its K-

normalizer NKJ is finite. If J = K, then the composite (X°°/?+)t = X°°/9+ is
called a restriction map; it is denoted by p .

The composite (X°°/9+)t is equal to the composite

..' y00»-*-

X°°G/A:+ -L-» I°°G/L+       " > X°°G///+

if and only if there is a G-homeomorphism a: G/J -* G/L such that p is

G-homotopic (on the space-level) to pa and the bundle projection

q: G/J -» G/K

is equal (on the space-level) to the composite of the bundle projection r: G/L —>

G/K and the map a.

Any G-map p: G/J —> G/H is, of course, determined by the image of
the identity coset eJ of G/J. If this image is the coset g H of G/H, then

g~l Jg < H. Moreover, p is a G-homeomorphism if and only if g~x J g = H.

Hereafter, we denote the G-map p such that p(eJ) = gH by g.

The morphisms in the category 38G(y) may be computed using results from

[3, 8]. If F is sufficiently large (in the sense of Definition 3.5(h)), then the

results of this computation have a particularly nice description.

Proposition 4.1. Let V be a sufficiently large G-representation. Then the sta-

bilization functor s: AA%G(V) -* 3êG is infective on morphism sets. The set

&G(V)(G/K, G/H) of morphisms in 3§G(V) from G/K to G/H is isomorphic
to the subgroup of A38G(G/K, G/H) generated by the composites of the form

IAXG/K+ -A X°°G//+   ZO>+> 1°°G/H+

for which K/J is embeddable as a K-space in V.

In order to describe the results of this computation when F is not suffi-

ciently large, we must reiterate the definition of the transfer maps (see Remarks

IV.2.4(ii) and IV.3.3(i) of [15]), but without invoking any of the usual stability
assumptions.
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Definition 4.2. (i) Let F be a G-representation and let J <K <G. The Weyl

group NKJ/J of J is denoted WKJ . Let VJtK be the subset of F consisting
of those points whose AMsotropy subgroup is /, and let nVj^ denote the

set of path components of VjtK. The points in VJtK are in a one-to-one

correspondence with the AT-equivariant embeddings of K/J in F. The group

WKJ acts on both VJtK and nVJtK . By Theorem IV.3.1 of [2] applied to the

action of WKJ on VJ , WKJ acts transitively on 7tVjtK-

(ii) We want to associate to each x £ VJK an unstable transfer map

rx:LvG/K+ -+XKG//+.

Let ix: K/J —► F be the AT-embedding of K/J in F sending eJ to x. The
tangent space L of K/J at eJ is a /-subrepresentation of F. Let N be its

orthogonal complement. There is a AT-equivariant neighborhood of ix(K/J)

in F of the form A: xy TV. Let /: Sv -» K+ A7 S" be the AT-map collapsing
out the complement of this tubular neighborhood. The unstable pretransfer

associated to x is the composite

fx : Sv M K+ Aj SN -> K+ Aj Sv £ K/J+ A Sv ,

in which the second map is induced by the inclusion of SN into Sv. The

unstable transfer associated to x is the composite

tx : ZVG/K+ S G+ A* SK   ' A* *x ■ G+ A* (*//+ A SK) S XKG//+ .

If the index of 7 in NKJ is not finite, then this map will be G-nullhomotopic.

The unstable transfers rx and ry coming from two points in Vj tK are G-

homotopic if and only if x and y are in the same path component of Vj ; k •

The real significance of F being sufficiently large is that then, for each pair

/ and K, the set Vj,k is path connected, so there is, up to G-homotopy,
a unique unstable transfer from XFG/AT+ to XKG//+ . The multiplicity of
unstable transfers (indexed on nVjjJf) is the phenomenon which distinguishes

the morphism sets of 33G(V) for nonsufficiently large F from those for suffi-

ciently large F. The action of NkJ on VJK provides a simple mechanism

for keeping track of these multiple transfers. Each g in NkJ induces a G-

homeomorphism g: G/J —> G/J such that, for each x £ VjtK ,

(lv(g-l)+)rx = rgx.

Thus, NkJ acts transitively, by composition, on the set of G-homotopy classes

of unstable transfers.

Proposition 4.3. Let  V  be any  G-representation with   \VG\  > 2.    The set

[LVG/K+,1,VG/H+]G, which is the set of morphisms in ¿8G(V) from G/K
to G/H, is a free abelian group whose generators are equivalence classes of

composites of the form

ZVG/K+ -^ XKG//+ -££♦ 1VG/H+ ,

where p: G/J —> G/H is a G-map, J has finite index in NkJ , and xx is

the transfer associated to a point x in Vj K ■ This composite is equal to the

composite

YfG/K+ -^ lfG/L+ -^U 1vG/H+
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if and only if there is a G-homeomorphism g: G/J —> G/L such that the fol-

lowing hold:

(a) p is G-homotopic (on the space-level) to pg,

(b) the bundle projection q: G/J —► G/K is equal (on the space-level) to the

composite of the bundle projection r: G/L-+ G/K and the map g, and

(c) x and gy are in the same path component of Vj,K ■

Example 4.4. Let G be the group Z/2, W be the real one-dimensional sign

representation of G, and F be 3 + W. The morphism sets of AAßG(V) are, of

course, described by the proposition, but they may also be obtained easily using

the cofiber sequence

G+ s SW+ -» DW+ ~S°^SW.

The direct computation has the advantage that it clearly displays the connec-

tion between the path components of V{ey G and the corresponding unstable

transfers. The results of the computation are:

A%G(V)(G/{e},G/{e}) = Z®Z,    A%G(V)(G / {e\ , G/G) = Z,

mG(V)(G/G, G/{e}) = Z®Z,      &G(V)(G/G, G/G) = ZeZ.

The suspension functor s: AAAHG(V) -» AAA8G maps each of these morphism sets

except 3§G(V)(G/G, G/{e}) isomorphically to the corresponding morphism set
for ¿i§G. The two unstable transfers which generate AA%G(V)(G/G, G/{e}) are

identified to a single stable transfer by this suspension functor. Other examples

of multiple transfers may be obtained by taking G to be a dihedral group or

0(2) and W to be the obvious 2-dimensional irreducible real G-representation.

If F and W are G-representations with W c F and \WG\ > 2, then

the categories JAG(V) and JAG(W) and the functor s*:JAG(V) —> JAG(W)
are nicely behaved in almost every possible way. The category JAG(y), be-

ing a category of additive functors into the category of abelian groups, is an

abelian category satisfying all the axioms needed for homological algebra [6,
20]. All small limits and colimits exist in ^AG(V) and are computed term-

wise. A morphism (natural transformation) /: M —> N in JAG(V) is an

epimorphism, monomorphism, or isomorphism if and only if all of its values

fi(G/H): M(G/H) -* N'G/H) are such. The representable functors in JAG(V)
are just the F-Mackey functors nG(LvG/K+) ; these functors are projective in

JAG(V). The functor s*: JAG(V) -► JAG(W), being a forgetful functor, is the
identity on both objects and morphisms. It identifies JiAG(V) with a subcategory

of JiAG(W). If s: AA$G(W) —> 3§G(V) is an epimorphism on morphism sets, then

so is s*. In this case, JAG(V) is isomorphic to a full subcategory of JAG(W).

In any case, s* preserves and reflects all limits, colimits, monomorphisms, and
epimorphisms.

The functors s* are not so nicely behaved. We begin with their formal

definition and the properties that follow trivially from it.

Lemma 4.5. Let W c V c U be G-representations with \WG\ > 2 and let

s:3êG(W)^3ëG(V),        s': 38G(V) - &G'U)

be the associated suspension functors. Then the following assertions are true.
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(i) The functor

s*': JAG(V) — JteiW)

has a left adjoint
s*: JAG(W) ̂  JAG(V).

Being a left adjoint, s* is right exact and preserves all colimits.

(ii) The functor s, preserves representable functors in the sense that the sus-
pension map

o: stn%ÇLwG/K+) -» n$(ïvG/K+)

is an isomorphism.

(iii) If the functor s: A3SG(W) —> 3§G(V) is an epimorphism on morphism sets,

then, for any V-Mackey functor M, the counit e: s*s* M —> M of the (s*, s*)
adjunction is an isomorphism.

(iv) Let M £ JAG(V) and N e JAG(W). Let f: N -> s*M be a mor-

phism in ^AG(W) and let f:stN^Mbe its adjoint. If the component

fi(G/K): N(G/K) -» (s*M)(G/K) ofi f at an orbit G/K is an epimorphism,

then so is the component fi(G/K) of f. If s: A3SG(W) -* 3§G(V) is an epimor-

phism on morphism sets and f is an isomorphism, then f is also an isomor-
phism.

(v) The functors (s's)* and (s')ts* are naturally isomorphic.

Proof. Since JAG(W) and JAG{V) are functor categories and s* is given by

precomposition, the left adjoint is given by left Kan extension [17, Corollary 2,

p. 235]. As a left adjoint functor between abelian categories, s* must be right
exact and preserve all colimits. The preservation of representables follows from

an easy Yoneda lemma argument. Part (iii) follows from [17, Theorem 1, p.

88] since s* is full and faithful. For the epimorphism assertion in the fourth

part, consider the diagram

N(G/K).

1(0/X) '

(s*stN)(G/K)   s'hGIK\ (s*M)(G/K)

in which t] is the unit of the (s*, s*) adjunction. If f(G/K) is an epimor-

phism, then so is s*fi(G/K). But as a homomorphism of abelian groups,

s*f(G/K) is just fi(G/K). Thus, f(G/K) is an epimorphism. For the isomor-

phism assertion in (iv), apply (iii) and the observation that / is the composite

stN -^s,s*M -^ M,

where e is the counit of the adjunction. Part (v) follows by adjunction from

the obvious equality of (s's)* and s*(s')*.

Warning 4.6. The functor 5* : JAG(W) —> JAG(V) is not exact unless

s'.3¡gÍW)^3¡gÍV)

is an isomorphism (so that s* is also an isomorphism).

Arguments about equivariant homotopy groups which employ induction over

the subgroups of G often rely heavily on the fact that the value of n^(Y) at the
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orbit G/H is just 71% (Y), which depends only on H and not on the ambient

group G. It is very important for our inductive arguments in later sections that

the functor s^n^(Y) have a similar property. If G is a finite group, then this

aspect of the behavior of s* can be derived formally from a dual property of

the adjoint functor s*. For arbitrary compact Lie groups, this property must

be derived from the construction of s*. Thus we state this property precisely

now, but delay its proof until after the construction of s*.

For any subgroup H of G and any G-representation F, there is a functor

rv:3§H(V) -+â§G(V) which takes the //-orbit H/K to the G-orbit G/K and

the H-map f: ZVH/J+ -* 1VH/K+ to the composite

XKG//+ £ G+ AH IXH/J+   G+/W> G+ AH -LVH/K+ S ZVG/K+.

The functor ry induces a functor

r*v: JAGiV)-> JAniV)

that restricts G-F-Mackey functors down to //-F-Mackey functors. As an

example of the effect of r*v , notice that, for any G-space Y, rpnG(Y) is just

n$iY). Let

sG:JAG(W)^JÏG(V),        s?': JAH(W) -+ JAH(V)

be the functors associated to the inclusion of W into F as a G-representation.

Precisely stated, the property of the functors 5» which is critical for induction

arguments is their relation to the functors r*.

Proposition 4.7. Let H be a subgroup of G and let W c V be G-representations

with \WG\ > 2. Then the composite functors rvsG and s"r^ from JAG(W) to

¿dAfi(V) are naturally isomorphic.

The intuition behind our construction of the functor s» associated to the

inclusion of IF in F is very straightforward. The two possible differences

between the categories 3§G(W) and AA8G(V) are that £A§G(V) may contain some

transfers that are not in A$G(W) and that, if W is not sufficiently large, then

there may be multiple transfers in 3SG{W) from G/K to G/H which are

identified to a single transfer in âSG(V). Let A be a fF-Mackey functor.

To allow for a transfer x from G/K to G/H which appears in â§G(V), but

not in 3SG(W), we must provide each element of N(G/H) with an image

under x in (s*N)(G/K). To cope with the identification of multiple transfers

from âSG(W) into a single transfer in AAf§G(V), we must impose relations on

(s*N)(G/K) identifying the images of each element of N(G/H) under the
multiple transfers.

The description of the behavior of s*N on the morphisms of âSG(V) is

simplified by the fact that every map in AA%G(V) is the composite of a transfer

and the suspension by F of some G-map g : G/Kx -> G/K2. Thus, it suffices

to describe the behavior of s»N with respect to transfers and the maps coming
from the g.

Full details of this construction are given only for the special case in which

F is sufficiently large. The modifications needed to handle the general case are
then sketched in Remarks 4.9(iii).
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Construction 4.8. Let  W c V be G-representations with \WG\ > 2 and F

sufficiently large. Let A be a JF-Mackey functor and s: 3§G(W) —> 3§G(V) be
the suspension functor.

(i) Let K < G. Then

(s*N)(G/K) = coker(e! - 62),

for two maps 9i and 62. Let T(K) be the set of subgroups J of K such that

WKJ is finite and K/J embeds as a AT-space in F. Let T(K) be a subset of

T(K) consisting of one representative of each A'-conjugacy class of subgroups

in T(K). Notice that K is in T(K). Let A(K) be the set of quadruples
(g, H, Jx, Jf) with g £ K, H < K, and J\, J2 £ T(K) such that:

(a) H < Jx and Jx/H embeds in IF as a /-space, and

(b) gHg~l < J2 and J2/(gHg~l) embeds in IF as a /2-space.

For each pair of subgroups H < J in G such that J/H embeds in W as a

/-space, pick a transfer x(H, J) from G/J to G/H in A@G(W). Define the

map

0i: £ A(G///)-   £   N(G/J)/WKJ
(g,H,J1,J1)£A(K) J€T(K)

by requiring that its restriction to the summand N(G/H) of its domain indexed
on (g, H, Jx, J2) £ N(K) be the map

N(G/H)   N{r{H'Jl))>N(G/Jx)/WKJxc   ¿2   N(G/J)/WKJ.
Jer(K)

The restriction of the map

92: Y, N(G/H)^   J2   K(G/J)/WKJ
(g,H,Jl,J2)eA(K) J€T(K)

to the summand N(G/H) of its domain indexed on (g, H, Jx, J2) e A(AT) is
0 if WKH is not finite. Otherwise, it is the map

N(G/H) -^^ N(G/J2)/WKJ2C   £   N(G/J)/WKJ,
Jer(K)

where x = x(gHg~l, Jf).

(ii) To describe the behavior of 5* N on the transfer x from G/AT2 to G/Kx

in AA%G(V), we construct a map

<D:     Yl    N^/Jf/W^Ji^    J2    NiGlJ2)IWKlJ2
jicmKi) Jitnxi)

which induces the map (s*N)(x): (s*N)(G/Kx) -► (s*N)(G/K2) on the coker-

nels. Let Jx be an element of the indexing set T(KX ). If Wk2 J\ is not finite,

then the restriction of <P to the summand indexed on Jx is 0. Assume WK2J\

is finite. Since Kx/Jx embeds in F as a ATi-space and K2/Kx embeds in F

as a A"2-space, A^2//i embeds in F as a AT2-space. Thus, a AT2-conjugate J2

of /1 is in r(AT2). Pick g £ K2 such that g Jig-1 = J2. Define <I> on the

summand of its domain indexed by Jx to be the composite

NiGIJf)IWKxJi ^^ N(G/J2)/WK2J2 C    £    N(G/J2)/WKlJ2 .
Ji€r(K2)
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(iii) To describe the behavior of s* N on the restriction g: G/Kx —* G/K2
in â§G(y), we construct a map

A:     Y.   N(G/H)/WKlH^    £   N(G/J)/WKlJ
H€T(K2) Jer{Kt)

which induces the map (stN)(g): (s*N)(G/K2) —> (s*N)(G/Kx) on the coker-
nels. Let H be an element of the indexing set r(A"2) and

t:xoog/a:2+-+xoog///+

be the transfer in AA0A!G . The double coset formula provides a decomposition

m

«=1

where the x¡: X^G/ATj1" -> X°°G//¿+ are the transfers associated to certain sub-

groups /, of Kx, the g¡ are elements of G inducing G-maps

gi-.G/Ji^G/H,

and the «, are integers. For every i, the orbit Kx/J¡ embeds as a Kx -space

in F since K2/H embeds as a if2-space in F and the subgroup /, is the

intersection of Kx with some conjugate of H. Moreover, for each i, WKl /, is

finite. Thus, some conjugate of /, must be in r(ATi). By adjusting the g¡, we

may assume that each /, is in T(KX). The restriction of A to the summand

of its domain indexed on H is then the composite

N(G/H)/WKlH   ^"'JV(g'), ¿A(G//,)/H^,/c    Y   N(G/J)/WKlJ.
«=i /en*:,)

Remarks 4.9. (i) Let A be a IF-Mackey functor. Since 5» is the left adjoint

to s*, the functor s*N is a left Kan extension. Thus, its value at an orbit G/K
is

fG/J
(s*N)(G/K)=  /       â§G(V)(G/K,G/J)®N(G/J),

where the coend is taken over the category £%G(W) [17, Theorem 1, p. 236]. To

verify that Construction 4.8 actually produces (s*N)(G/K), it suffices to show

that it produces the coend. This verification is not difficult since the morphism

sets ^G(F)(G/A*, G/J) are free abelian groups.

(ii) The indexing sets for the sums giving the domain and range of the maps

0, are, unfortunately, rather large. In some cases, they may be trimmed. An

element / in the indexing set T(K) of the construction really should be re-
garded as representing the corresponding transfer x: G/K -> G/J in âêG(V).

If this transfer factors as a composite

G/K -^ G/L -^ G/J

with J < L, xi in 3§G(AY), and t2 in A%G(W), then deleting the single element
/ from T(K) and the associated elements from A(AT) does not affect the

cokernel of 8i - 82. If G is finite, then all of these extraneous elements of

T(K) and KfiKA) may be deleted simultaneously without affecting the cokernel.

This can significantly simplify the description of s*. If G is not finite, then
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there may be infinite increasing sequences of these extraneous subgroups. The

cokernel will be unchanged if any finite subset of such a sequence is deleted,

but it may be changed by deleting the whole sequence.

(iii) Three changes must be made to our description of (s*N)(G/K) if F

is not sufficiently large. Let / be an element of T(K) and select a path com-

ponent P of VjtK. Let WKP be the subgroup of WKJ that fixes P in the

action of WkJ on tiVj K • The first change is that the /-indexed summand

N(G/J)/WKJ of the range of the 0, must be replaced by N(G/J)/WKP.
To understand the second change, think of each element (g, H, Jx, Jf) of

A(K) as a commuting diagram of the form

G/K---► G//,

G//2 -► G/(gHg~i) -► G/H
*\ g

in 3§G(y), where the transfers T3 and T4 are required to be the suspensions of

transfers in AAi§G(W). If F is sufficiently large and W is not sufficiently large,

then the various possible choices of the element g account for the effect on

(s*N)(G/K) of any collapsing of several transfers in 3§G(W) into one transfer

in 3§G(y). If F is not sufficiently large, then there may be several choices

in â§G(y) for each of the transfers that appear in this diagram. The second
change in the definition of s»N is that the indexing set A(K) for the domain

of the O, should be the set of all commuting diagrams in 3§G(V) of the form

above, subject to the additional condition that the transfers xx and t2 must

correspond to the path components of Vjx t k and Vj2, k selected as a part of the

first change. The third change is that the transfers x(H, Jx) and x(gHg~l, Jf)

used in defining the maps Oi and 02 on each summand of their domain should

be preimages in 3SG(W) of the transfers T3 and T4 appearing in the indexing
diagram for that summand.

We conclude this section with the proofs of Propositions 4.7 and 1.9.

Proof ofi Proposition 4.7. Let A be a G-1F-Mackey functor and let AT be a

subgroup of H. Observe that the construction of (sGN)(G/K) depends on the

values of N on the orbits G/J associated to the subgroups / of K, the be-

havior of F as a A>representation, and the AT-conjugacy classes of subgroups

of K. Thus, the construction depends only on K and not on the ambient

group G. The abelian groups (rvs?N)(G/K) and (s^r*wN)(G/K) are there-

fore identical. The same observation applies to the construction of (sGN)(f)

for any map /: G/J —^ G/K in the image of the functor ry .

Proof ofi Proposition 1.9. Assume that N(G/J) = 0 for every proper subgroup

/ of K. Then all of the summands in the domain of the maps 0i and 02

used to define (s*N)(G/K) vanish. The only summand of the range of these

maps that need not vanish is N(G/K). Thus, the cokernel must be N(G/K).

If N / 0, then using the descending chain condition on the subgroups of G,

it is possible to pick a minimal subgroup AT of G on which N is nonzero. By
the first part of the proposition,

(stN)(G/K) = N(G/K)¿0.
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5. A LOW-DIMENSIONAL suspension theorem

Propositions 3.6 and 6.1 and the stable Hurewicz theorem suffice to prove a

variant of the second version of the unstable Hurewicz theorem applicable only

to representations that are sufficiently large in the sense of Definition 3.5(h). A

more specialized suspension theorem is needed to remove this restriction. Let

F be a G-representation with \VG\ > 2 and let y be a based G-space. Let

s^ : JAG(2V) -» JAG(V),        stF: JAG(V) -» JAG(2V)

be the functors associated to the inclusion of F into 2 F as the first summand.

The suspension map induces a natural transformation

ov:iiy'(Y)^s*vnfyCLvY)

of F-Mackey functors and there is an adjoint natural transformation

oy.sfnG(Y)^nGvÇLvY).

Our more specialized suspension theorem gives conditions under which <5y is

an isomorphism.

Theorem 5.1. Let V be a G-representation with \VG\ > 2 and let Y be a based,

(V - lfconnected G-CW complex. Then

öv:s?n$(Y)^n$vCLvY)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. If G is the trivial group, the theorem follows from the nonequivariant

suspension theorem. Thus, we may prove the theorem by induction over the
subgroups of G.

Let W be the orthogonal complement of VG in F and let r = \VG\. If
W = 0, then our theorem follows from Namboodiri's result. Thus, we assume

that W ^ 0. The map ay is the composite

ñ   ■ /.C/Vl ~ <,r„W-Giv\ _ff>w       r„G       (TWv\ JAr    _G  (\VV\
0v stnv(Y) =s,st 7iy(Y)-> stnv+w(L   Y) —■* n2V[L  Y),

where the maps öw and dr are the obvious adjoint suspension maps and s^

and 5» are the functors associated to the inclusions of F into V + W and

V + W into 2 F, respectively. Since the map dr is an isomorphism by Nam-

boodiri's theorem, to prove that <5y is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove
that

~ow: s?nG(Y) -» n$+w(I.wY)

is an isomorphism. Proposition 4.7 and our inductive hypothesis, that the the-

orem holds for all proper subgroups of G, allow us to assume that

öwiG/K): s!fnG(Y)(G/K) - nf+wÇLwY)(G/K)

is an isomorphism for every proper subgroup K of G.

Our assumptions on \V*\ and c*Y imply that c*Y > I*. However, n$(Y)

is stable with respect to suspension by the trivial representation. Thus, we may
assume, by replacing F by V + I and Y by Xy if necessary, that c*Y > 2*.

We will prove that

dw:s^n^(Y)^n^+wÇLwY)
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is an isomorphism by using a second induction to prove that, for every subgroup

H in Iso(PF°°), the map

0%: if «p(G///+ A Y) - nG-+wCLwG/H+ A Y)

is an isomorphism. Taking H = G then gives that àw = àw is an isomorphism.

Let L be the tangent space of G/H at eH regarded as an //-representation

(L = 0 if G/H is finite). The proof that dyy is an isomorphism breaks into

three cases, depending on whether or not W is trivial as an //-representation,

and if W is not //-trivial, on whether or not LH is zero. The first case, that W

is trivial as an //-representation, applies whenever H is a minimal subgroup in
Iso(JF°°). Thus, in the other two cases, we may employ our second inductive

assumption, which is that à^ is an isomorphism for every proper subgroup /

of H in lso(W°°).
For any subgroup H of G, the G-space G/H+ A y is G-homeomorphic to

G+ A// y, the free G-space generated by Y considered as an //-space. We may

assume (if necessary, by replacing y by a based //-homotopy equivalent //-

space) that y is a based //-CW complex with //-skeleton Yq . Moreover, our

connectivity hypothesis allows us to assume that the bottom //-cells of Y are

in a dimension no lower than m = \VH\. The //-CW structure of Y induces

a G-CW structure on G+ AH Y with G-skeleton G+ AH Y9 .
Now assume that H £lso(W°°) and that W is trivial as a //-representation.

By Namboodiri's theorem, n%(G+ AH Y") and nG-(G+ AH Y) are stable
with respect to the trivial representation. Thus, we may argue inductively

on the //-skeleton of Y to show that *r^(G+ A# Y) is isomorphic to

«k(G+ AH Ym+l). Similarly, nG+lvÇLwG+ AH Y) is isomorphic to

aG+wÇLwG+ AH Ym+l). The H-m-skeleton Ym of Y is \/fH/Kf+ A Sm

for some collection AT¡ of subgroups of //. The H-(m + l)-skeleton Ym+l is

obtained from Ym by attaching a collection {(////,)+ Aem+l}j of («1 +1)-cells

along based attaching maps. Thus, there is an //-equivariant cofiber sequence

\Jj(H/Jj)+ A Sm -> Ym — Ym+l.

This cofiber sequence induces the diagram

s?n$(yjiG/Jj)+AS'»)    --►   nG+w{yjY.w(G/JjyASm)

I i
s*nG(G+ Ah Ym)        -►        nG+w(J.wG+ AH Ym)

I I
s?nG(G+ AH Ym+l)       -»       nG+w(lwG+ AH r"+1)

I I
sf««(vy(G//,)+A5'»+1)-► nÇ+w(yJiriG/jj)+AS'*«)

0 0
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in which all the horizontal arrows are suspension maps. The morphism sets
at the bottom of each column vanish by a simple connectivity argument since

m = \VH\ = \V\. By Namboodiri's theorem, all of the morphism sets in the
diagram are stable with respect to suspension by the trivial representation. Thus,

the right column is exact, and the left column would be exact if the sf were

omitted. Since the functor s]f, being a left adjoint, is right exact, the left
column is exact. It follows by a diagram chase that «5$ will be an isomorphism

if

oJw : s^n^(G/J+ A Sm) -» n$+w(Y.wG/J+ A Sm)

is an isomorphism for every subgroup / of H. The space G//+ A Sm may

be replaced by G//+ A Sv since the triviality of W as an //-representation
provides G-homeomorphisms

G//+ A Sm S G+ Aj Sm £ G+ Aj Sv S G//+ A Sv .

By Lemma 4.5(h), the map

oJw: s?n<t(G/H+ ASV)^ n%+wÇLwG/J+ A Sv)

is an isomorphism.

Now assume that W is not a trivial //-representation. In this situation, it
is necessary to consider the maps

d»w: s:wnG(G/H+ AY) -, nf+nfV(l"wG/H+ A Y)

describing suspension by « copies of W, for « > l. By Proposition 3.6(h),

the functors

j. : JAG(V + W) -> JtG(V + nW)

are isomorphisms. Also, by this result, nG+fV(LwG/H+ A Y) is stable with

respect to suspension by W. Thus, if there is an « > 2 for which ö„w is an

isomorphism, then 0$, must also be an isomorphism.

Since G/H+ AY is at least as connected as Y, our inductive assumption
gives that the map

ö%iG/K): s1wnG(G/H+ A Y)(G/K) - nG+nWÇLnWG/H+ A Y)(G/K)

is an isomorphism for every n > 1 and every proper subgroup K of G. Thus, it

suffices to show that there is an « > 2 for which d"w(G/G) is an isomorphism.

Let Z be the orthogonal complement of WH  in  W.   From the cofiber
sequence

SZ+ -+ DZ+ ~S°^SZ -* X5Z+,
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we obtain the diagram

s;wnG+x(G+ AH Xzy)      -i_      nGv+nW+x(VwG+ AH ZZY)

I
sntwnG(G+ AH (SZ+ A Y))   —^   nG+nW(I.nWG+ AH (SZ+ A Y))

1 h 1
s»wnG(G+ AH Y) -^U nGv+nW(Z»wG+ AH Y)

s!wnG(G+ AH Xzy)        -A_>       nG+nW(I?wG+ AH ZZY)

1 i
s:wnG(G+ AH ÇLSZ+ A Y)) -► nG+nWÇL"wG+ AH ÇLSZ+ A Y))

0 0
in which all the horizontal arrows are suspension maps. The bottom morphism

set in each column vanishes by a simple connectivity argument. All the mor-

phism sets in this diagram are stable with respect to suspension by the trivial

representation. Our arrangement that c* Y > 2* was made to ensure this stabil-

ity for the top row of this diagram. The exactness of the right column follows

immediately. The left column is exact at and below s"lvnG.(G+ Ah Y) by sta-

bility and the right exactness of s"w . In order to show that the map ö"w(G/G)

is an isomorphism, we must first show that the maps ßn and Sn are isomor-

phisms.
An induction argument on the skeleton of the //-CW complex SZ indi-

cates that the equivariant 1-skeleton of SZ determines nG(G+ Ah(SZ+ AY))

and nG+nW(JPwG+ AH (SZ+ A Y)). Therefore, ßn is an isomorphism if the

suspension map

dJnW: s1wnG(G+ AH (H/J+ A Y)) - n?+nW(I.nW G+ AH (H/J+ A Y))

is an isomorphism for every subgroup J of H which is an //-isotropy sub-

group of SZ . All of these subgroups / are proper subgroups of H. Since

G+ Ah (////+ A Y) is G-homeomorphic to G//+ A Y, this map aJnW will

be an isomorphism by our second induction hypothesis if we can show that

/ £ lso(W°°). Let x be a point in SZ with //-isotropy subgroup /. Let K

be the G-isotropy subgroup of x regarded as a point of W via the inclusions

SZ c Z c W. Then / = K n //. Since H £ lso(Wx), there is a positive

integer j and a point y in W-i such that H is the G-isotropy subgroup of

y . The G-isotropy subgroup of the point (x, y) of W x Wj = Wj+l is / .

Therefore, ß„ is an isomorphism.
The argument showing that Sn is an isomorphism parallels that used to show

that dyy  is an isomorphism when   W  is a trivial //-representation.   Filter
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G+ AH If Y using the //-skeleton of Y and argue that n$(G+ AH Xzy) is

isomorphic to n°-(G+ A//Xzym+1). Using the //-equivariant cofiber sequence

\Jj(H/Jj)+ A Sm -> Ym -» Ym+l,

argue that S„ is an isomorphism if

oJnW: s!wnG(G+ AH ZZ(H/J+ASm))

-» 7T«+„^(X'iH/G+ A* Xz(////+ AS"1))

is an isomorphism for every subgroup / of H. The spaces Sz+m and Sv are
//-homeomorphic. Thus, there are G-homeomorphisms

G+ AH Iz(H/J+ A Sm) s G+ Aj Sz+m £ G+ Ay SF s G//+ A Sv,

which allow us to replace G+ Ayy Xz (////+ A 5"") by G//+ A Sv . The map

fr/*, : s:wnG(G/J+ A Sv) - nG+nW(ITwG/J+ A SK)

is an isomorphism by Lemma 4.5(h). Therefore, S„ is an isomorphism.

If à „(G/G) were an epimorphism for some n , then a simple chase of the

diagram above would imply that o"w(G/G) was an isomorphism for that n,

completing the proof. Note that, by Lemma 4.5(iv), a„(G/G) is an epimor-
phism if the suspension homomorphism

a„(G/G):nG+x(G+ AH ZZY)(G/G)

-*nGv+nW+x(ZnWG+ Ah ZzY)(G/G)

is an epimorphism. If H = G, then W = Z and Namboodiri's theorem gives
that a„(G/G) is an epimorphism. Therefore, we assume that H ^ G.

Recall that L is the tangent space of G/H at eH. We must consider two
cases depending on whether or not LH is zero. Assume first that LH ^ 0. The

orbit G/H embeds as a G-space into nW for some n > 1. Also, the groups

7tG+nW(l.nWG+ AH (SZ+ A Y)),    nG+nW(LnWG+ AH Y),

nG+nW(Il"wG+ AH ZzY)

are all stable with respect to suspension by both W and the trivial representa-
tion. Thus, we may apply Wirthmüller's isomorphism [15, Corollary II.6.5] to

these groups and obtain that, for all « > 1, there are isomorphisms

n^+nW(ZnWG+ AH (SZ+ A Y))(G/G) S nG+nW(InWG+ AH (SZ+ A Y))

*7t»+nWfLnW+LSZ+AY),

nG+„w(Z"wG+ Ah Y)(G/G) s nG+nWÇLnWG+ AH Y)

~ _// «ynlf+Lv^
— 7ly+nW{Z< I ) ,

nG+„wÇL"wG+ Ah IZY)(G/G) S nG+nW(IA>wG+ AH ZzY)

— nV+nW\^ I>-

By easy connectivity arguments, the groups on the right-hand sides of each of

these equations vanish. Since the maps ß„ and ô„ are isomorphisms in the
diagram above, the groups

s?n$(G+ AH (SZ+ A Y))(G/G)   and   s^nf(G+ AH ZZY)(G/G)
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also vanish.   Therefore,  sjf nG(G+ Ah Y)(G/G) vanishes,  d"w(G/G)  is an

isomorphism, and we do not need to prove that a„(G/G) is an epimorphism.

Now assume that LH = 0. Let p = \WH\. Since the groups

nG+x(G+ AH ZZY)(G/G)   and   nG+niV+xÇLnWG+ AH IZY)(G/G)

are stable with respect to suspension by the trivial representation, we can sus-

pend both p-times and use the G-homeomorphisms

UG+ AH Xzy 2 G+ AH Xz+py 2 G+ AH ZWY S IW(G/H+ A Y)

to convert the problem of showing that a„(G/G) is an epimorphism to that of

showing that the suspension homomorphism

o„(G/G): nG+p+xCLw(G/H+ A Y))(G/G)

- s*nGv+nW+p+x0n^w(G/H* A Y))(G/G)

is an epimorphism. By Namboodiri's Theorem,

o„(G/H): 7iG+p+x(I.w(G/H+ A Y))(G/H)

- s*nGv+nW+p+xCL^w(G/H+ A Y))(G/H)

is an epimorphism. We want to use transfer maps to exploit the fact that

a„(G/H) is an epimorphism. Select n > 2 such that G/H embeds as a G-
space in «IF. Then, by Definition 4.2(h), there is an unstable transfer map

T   . $V+ntV+p+\ _^ jV+nW+p+\Qijj+

in £%G(V + nW + p + 1). The suspension factor

s: 3SG(V +p + 1) - 3SG(V + nW +p + 1)

is an epimorphism on morphism sets, so we can pick a map xx in £A8G(V +p+1)

which suspends to t2 . Since xx suspends to t2 , the diagram

nGv+p+x(J.w(G/mt\Y))(G/H) AA^IAAl nGv+nW+p+x0"^w (G/H+ A Y)){G/H)

nGy+p+xÇLw(G/H+AY))(G/G)  ^S  „G^^^n^w^/m A Y))(G/G)

commutes. From the diagram, it follows that o„(G/G) must be an epimorphism

if t2 is. If G were a finite group and nG+nW+p+x(lAn+^w(G/H+ A Y)) were a

stable morphism set, then Wirthmüller's isomorphism [15] would imply that

n$+nW+p+l&"+Vw(G/H+AY))

was a G///-projective Mackey functor [5, 11]. This would force t2 to be

an epimorphism. The remainder of the proof of the theorem consists of the

introduction of a trick for bypassing the problems that G may not be finite and
that the morphism sets are unstable. Since we have chosen « > 2 , Namboodiri's

theorem indicates that n$+ntv+p+x(X("+1)ir(G///+ Ay)) is stable with respect to

suspension by W. Thus, Wirthmüller's isomorphism may be applied to obtain

isomorphisms

n$+nW+p+xCL{n+l)W(G/H+ A Y))(G/G) = [Sv+"w+e+l, yA^w+lY]h
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and

n$+nW+p+x(Xn+iW(G/H+ A Y))(G/H)

^ r-^V+nW+p+lq ifj+    2f.n+l)W+LY]

Recall from Definition 4.2(h) that the unstable transfer t2 is the suspension of

the composite

t: SnW M G+ AH Sn -^ G+ AH SnW = InWG/H,

where the //-representation N is the orthogonal complement of L in nW.

The first map / in this composite is obtained by collapsing out a G-equivariant
tubular neighborhood of G/H in « IF. The second map e is derived from the

inclusion of N into nW. Under the identifications obtained from Wirth-

müller's isomorphism, t2 becomes the map

/yV+p+i _\*
rjV+nW+p+lq ijj+    -^(n+lW+Ly-l        ^ x>   , rgV+nW+p+l    jlfi+ljir+Lyi

Thus, to show that t2 is an epimorphism, it suffices to show that

(Lv+p+lf)*: [Iv+p+1G+ AH SN, lln+»w+LY]H

—» \Sv+nW+p+l   y(n+l)W+i-y]

and

r£v+P+le)*: [Lv+nW+p+lG/H+, Z^n+^W+LY]H

- [XF+P+1G+ AH SN,lln+iW+LY]H

are epimorphisms.
To see that (XK+P+1/)* is an epimorphism, recall from Construction II.5.5

and Lemma II.5.9 of [15] that collapsing out an equivariant neighborhood of

{e}+ AH Sn in G+ AH SN gives an //-map

u:G+ AH SN - SnW

such that the composite ufi is //-homotopic to the identity map. It follows
that (XK+P+1/)* is a split epimorphism.

The map (Lv+p+le)* is derived from the second map in the cofiber sequence

SL+ -» DL+ ~S° ^SL.

Thus, to show that (Lv+p+le)* is an epimorphism, it suffices to show that the

group

is zero. The group

[ItV+P+lG+ Af{ LNSL+ t l(n+\)W{ßiH+ A Y)]G

is stable with respect to suspension by both W and the trivial representation.
Thus, Wirthmüller's result gives the first of the following two isomorphisms:

[Lv+p+1G+ AH I.NSL+,^n+^w+LY]H

S [I,v+P+lG+ AH ZnSL+ , X("+1^(G///+ A Y)]G

s [I¡V+p+l+NsL+ ̂  Xn+lW,GfH+ A Y)]H .
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The second isomorphism holds since XF+P+1G+ Ah ZnSL+ is the free G-space

generated by the //-space Zv+p+1+nSL+ . By an elementary connectivity argu-

ment,
[1¡V+p+l+NsL+ ; j(n+\)W(GiH+ A y)]h

is zero. It follows that (XK+P+1<?)*, and therefore t2 and ä„(G/G), are epi-

morphisms.

6. Change of universe and homotopy groups

The passage from stable homotopy groups computed with respect to the G-

universe F°° to those computed with respect to a complete G-universe U

is made using the change of universe functors of [15, §11.1]. Recall that if

/ : If' —► U is the inclusion of a G-subuniverse, then there is a change of universe

functor it taking spectra indexed on U' to spectra indexed on U. Let s* be

the forgetful functor that converts £/-Mackey functors to U'-Mackey functors.

Then for any G-spectrum D indexed on If', the functor i„ induces a natural

transformation of {/'-Mackey functors

o:nG(D)^s*nG(fD)

which we think of as a stabilization of the (/'-stable homotopy groups of D.

The following proposition gives conditions under which the adjoint of this map

is an isomorphism.

Proposition 6.1. Let i: U' —> U be the inclusion of a G-subuniverse and D be a

(-l)-connected G-CW spectrum indexed on U'. Then i*D isa (-l)-connected

G-CW spectrum indexed on U and the stabilization map

&:s.ngiD)-m§ii.D)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. That i*D isa G-CW spectrum follows from the colimit-preserving prop-

erties of i» [15, Proposition II. 1.4]. Moreover, /, takes the skeletal filtration

of D to that of i*D. We may assume that the (- l)-skeleton of D is the point

spectrum and the 0-skeleton D° is a wedge of [/'-suspension spectra of orbits.

The 1-skeleton of D is then described by a cofiber sequence

The 1-skeleton of i+D is described by the cofiber sequence obtained by applying

L to this sequence. Thus, the sequences

nG(\I^G/Kj) - *G(Z>°) -, ngiD1) - 0

and

nG(\JfL°°G/K+) - nG(UD°) -, nG(fDl) - 0,

in which the zeros on the right come from Proposition 3.2, display n^(Dl) and

nß(i*Dl) as cokernels. The first two terms in each of these exact sequences

are direct sums of representable functors. Therefore, by Lemma 4.5(h), the

stabilization maps

d: s,nG(\JjI.°°G/Kf) -, n°i\J AL°°G/KJ)
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and
ö:s.n$(D°)^n%(LD°)

are isomorphisms. Since s* preserves cokernels and ö is a map of sequences,

the stabilization map
a: s^fiiD1) -, n$ii.Dl)

is an isomorphism. The conclusion of the lemma follows because the inclusions

Dx <zD and LD1 c i*D induce isomorphisms on nG.

Propositions 3.6(h) and 6.1 and Theorems 2.1 and 5.1 combine to give a

preliminary version of the second form of the unstable isomorphism theorem.

Proposition 6.2. Let Y be a based G-CW complex and V be a G-representation

with \VG\ > 2. If Y is (V - lfconnected, then

h:s*Ji$(Y)^H$(Y)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 3.6(h), the stabilization map

ox: (sx)tn^(Y) ^ nGCL^Y)

is an isomorphism if the stable group is computed with respect to the universe

F°° and (si), is the functor associated to the inclusion of F into F°° as the

first summand. Taking D = X-KX°°y in Proposition 6.1, we obtain that the

map

o2: (s2)*aGCL°°Y)-, nG(L°°Y)

is an isomorphism if the group on the left is computed with respect to the G-

universe F°° , the group on the right is computed with respect to a complete G-

universe U, and the functor (s2)* is that associated to an inclusion F°° c U.

By Theorem 2.1, for each subgroup K of G, the map

h:n$(L°°Y)^H$(Y)

is an isomorphism if the group 7iy(L°°Y) is computed with respect to a com-
plete G-universe U. Thus ft , regarded as a natural transformation between

Mackey functors, is an isomorphism:

h:n$(l°°Y)^H$(Y).

Combining these isomorphisms, we obtain the unstable Hurewicz isomorphism

ft: s.n$(Y) 2 (s2Usx)*7i$(Y) -, HG(Y).

Here s* is the functor derived from an inclusion of F in a complete universe

U and Lemma 4.5(v) is used to identify stn^(Y) and (s2)t:(sx)t:n^(Y).

1.   V- AND   |F*|-CONNECTIVITY

In this section, we prove our extension of Waner's result on the relation

between F-and |F*|-connectivity. The absolute version of the second form of

the unstable Hurewicz theorem (Theorem 1.7) is then proved using this relation.

Proof of Lemma 1.2. Let AT be a subgroup of G. If K = {e}, then the K-V-
and AT-|F*|-conditions in all three parts of the lemma are equivalent.  Thus,
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the lemma may be proved inductively using the descending chain condition on

the subgroups K of G. Our inductive assumption for each of the three parts

of the lemma will be that, for each proper subgroup / of K, the J-V- and

/-|F*|-conditions are equivalent. Let W be the orthogonal complement of VK
in F and consider the cofiber sequence

SW+ -, S° -, Sw -, ZSW+ -, Sl.

For part (i), let m be an integer with 0 < m < \VK\. Assume first that Y

is G-|F* |-connected. From the middle three terms of our cofiber sequence, we
obtain the exact sequence

[Vn+isw+ f Y]k _> n^+m(Y) -, 7i*(Y)

of homotopy sets. The right-most term in this sequence vanishes since YK is

| VK |-connected by assumption. The left-most term in this sequence vanishes

because l,m+iSW+ is a AT-CW complex whose equivariant cells have the form

AT//+ A e" , where / is a proper subgroup of K and « < \WJ\ + m < \VJ\.

Thus, Kyy+m(Y) vanishes as required.

Now assume that Y is F-connected. The three left-most terms of our cofiber
sequence yield the exact sequence

7t*+m(Y)^7t«(Y)^[I.mSW+,Y]K

of homotopy sets. The left-most term in this sequence vanishes by our as-

sumption that y is F-connected. The right-most term vanishes because, by

induction, Y is /-|F*|-connected for every proper subgroup / of K. Thus,

7T*(y) vanishes as required.

Part (ii) is a special case of part (iii).   For part (iii), let /: Y —> Z be a

G-map and m be a nonnegative integer.

-**+1(r)-[ï"+l5fV+, rk-*&+m(r)-**(r)-[£™s»'+, rk-

i I 4 '1
-»*£+,(ZH[I"+ISW'+, Zk-»{f+M(Z)-»*(Z)-[ï»SR'+, Z]*-

obtained by applying the functors [?, Y]k and [?, Z]k to our cofiber sequence.

The vertical arrows are all induced by /. By our inductive hypothesis, / is

J-\ V* ¡-connected for every proper subgroup / of K. It follows by an induction

on the AT-skeleton of SW that the map y is an injection for 0 < m < \VK\

and a surjection for 0 < m < \VK\ + 1. This observation and standard five

lemma arguments suffice to show that a is an isomorphism/epimorphism for

the appropriate values of m if and only if ß is. Note that, since a G-V-

equivalence is required to be a G-0*-equivalence, we need not show that a being

an epimorphism for m = 0 implies that ß is also. Of course, when m = 1,

the usual precautions must be taken since the groups may be nonabelian. Also,

when m = 0, the action of the groups [Im+lSW+, Y]K and [Xm+1,W+, Z]K

on the sets 7i$y+m(Y) and n§,+m(Z) must be used to make up for the lack of

a multiplication on n§,+m(Y) and n%+m(Z).

Remarks 7.1. The proof of the equivalence of the F- and \V*\-connectivity

of a G-space Y can easily be altered to show that Y is homologically V-

connected if and only if it is homologically | F* ¡-connected. The equivalence of
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homological F-connectedness and homological |F*|-connectedness for a pair

(Y, B) follows from the equivalence of the two conditions for spaces applied

to the cofiber of the inclusion of B into Y.

We can now prove the absolute version of our second type of an unstable
Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Throughout this proof, we freely use Lemma 1.2 and

Remarks 7.1 to equate (F - 1)- and \(V — l)*|-connectivity in both homotopy
and homology. To see that condition (a) implies condition (b), note that, if

y is G-|(F - l)*|-connected, then it must be G-l*-connected. Also, by Propo-

sition 2.4(i), it must be homologically (F - 1 )-connected. To show that (b)

implies (a), it suffices to show that, if Y is simply G-connected and homolog-

ically G-|(F - l)*|-connected, then it is G-|(F - l)*|-connected. That is, we

must show that n^,(Y) = 0 for every subgroup AT of G and every integer m

with 0 < m < \(V — 1)K\. The cases m = 0 and m = 1 follow from the
assumption of simple G-connectivity. The remaining cases may be handled by

an induction over K and m . In this induction, Propositions 1.9 and 6.2 allow

us to derive the vanishing of n%,(Y) from the assumed vanishing of H*(y).

Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 1.2 indicate that condition (a) implies that ft is

an isomorphism. The vanishing of the homology groups in the required dimen-

sions follows from Proposition 2.4(i). The vanishing of the homotopy groups

in the required dimensions follows from Lemma 1.2.

8. The relative Hurewicz Theorem and the Whitehead theorem

Here we prove both the relative Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem (Theorem

1.8) and the Whitehead theorem (Theorem 1.11). The following relative version

of Proposition 6.2 is the key to our proof of the relative Hurewicz theorem.

Proposition 8.1. Let (Y, B) be a based G-CW pair with Y and B both simply
G-connected and V be a G-representation with \VG\ > 2. If (Y, B) is (F-l)-
connected, then aG(Y, B) isa V-Mackey functor and

h:st7t$(Y,B)^H$(Y,B)

is an isomorphism, where s* is the functor derived from the inclusion of V into
a complete G-universe U.

Proof. By attaching G-cells to B , one may form a G-pair (Z , C) which con-

tains (Y, B) as a subpair and such that Z and C are \(V - l)*|-connected.

The pair (Z, C) must be |(F-l)*|-connected since both Z and C are. Let Ci

and Cj be the homotopy cofibers of the inclusions i : B -, Y and j: C —> Z .

Since all the G-cells were added to B, the inclusion of Ci in Cj is a ho-

motopy equivalence. By the equivariant Homotopy Excision Theorem [7, Satz
(2.2)], the natural maps

7l$(Y,B)^7t$(Ci), 7l$(Z,C)^7Z$(Cj)

are isomorphisms for every subgroup K of G. Thus, the map

n$(Y, B) ^ n«(Z , C)
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is an isomorphism for every subgroup K. As noted in Examples 1.6(h),

7iG(Z, C) is a F-Mackey functor instead of just a (V - 1)-Mackey functor.

Therefore, so is nG(Y, B). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that the

map

h:s*nGy(Z, C)^UG(Z,C)

is an isomorphism. This follows from the absolute Hurewicz Isomorphism

Theorem (Theorem 1.7) and the following commuting diagram whose rows are

exact:
stnG(C) -> stnG(Z) -► s,nG(Z, C) -►  0

h                1
uG(C) -► nG(z) -> nG(z,c) -► o.

Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let Ci be the homotopy cofiber of the inclusion

i:B -, Y.

Note that Ci is simply G-connected since Y and B are. Assume that (Y, B)

is \(V - l)*|-connected. Then by the equivariant Homotopy Excision Theorem

[7, Satz (2.2)], Ci is \(V - l)*|-connected. It follows by Proposition 2.4(i)
and Remarks 7.1 that (Y, B) is homologically G-(V - l)-connected. Thus,

condition (a) implies condition (b). The proof of the remainder of the theorem

parallels the analogous part of the proof of Theorem 1.7. The only required

changes are that Proposition 8.1 is used in the place of Proposition 6.2 and

that, when Proposition 2.4(i) is used, it is applied to Ci instead of Y.

In order to obtain a Whitehead theorem applicable to G-spaces that are not
simply G-connected, we adopt a method of proof more complicated than simply

deriving the Whitehead result from our Hurewicz theorems. The proof of the
following lemma is an obvious extension of the proof that any G-space is weakly

G-equivalent to a G-CW complex.

Lemma 8.2. Let f: Y —> Z be a G-map between G-CW complexes with

cGf > 0. Then there exists G-CW complexes Y' and Z' and G-maps /': Y' —>

Z', g: y -, Y, and h: Z' -, Z such that the following hold:

(i) g and ft are G-homotopy equivalences,

(ii) /' is cellular and restricts to a homeomorphism from the G-n-skeleton

of y to that of Z' for all « < cGf, and
(iii) the diagram

y —£_> z'

\g \h

commutes up to G-homotopy.

Proof of Theorem 1.11. If /: Y -, Z is a G-F-equivalence and W is a G-
representation with |IF*| < |F*|,then /isa G-^-equivalence by Lemma 1.2.
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To show that / is also a homology G-F-equivalence, it suffices, by Remarks

7.1, to show that, for each subgroup K of G, the map

fi:H?(Y)^H?(Z)

is an isomorphism if 0 < « < \VK\ and an epimorphism if n = \VK\. For
each subgroup K, by applying Lemma 8.2 to f, regarded as a AT-map, we

may assume that / is cellular with respect to the A'-skeleton of Y and Z

and that it restricts to a AMiomeomorphism from the AT-«-skeleton of Y to

the A%«-skeleton of Z for all n <\VK\. Since HG(Y) is determined by the
K-(n + l)-skeleton of Y, it follows immediately that /* is an isomorphism for

0 < « < \VK\. Moreover, since the inclusion of the AT-«-skeleton Y" of Y

induces an epimorphism

f.:H*(Y»)^H?(Y),

it follows that /* is an epimorphism for « = \VK\.
If y and Z are simply G-connected and f: Y -, Z is a homology G-F-

equivalence, then to show that / is also a G-F-equivalence, it suffices to show

that, for each subgroup K of G, the map

fi:n^(Y)^7if(Z)

is an isomorphism if 0 < « < |VK| and an epimorphism if « = \VK\. The

cases « = 0 and « = 1 are immediate because of our assumption of simple G-

connectivity. Thus we have nothing to prove for a particular subgroup K unless

\VK\ > 2. For those subgroups AT of G with |VK| > 2, we may convert /

into an inclusion with the usual mapping cylinder construction. The relative

Hurewicz theorem (Theorem 1.8) and Proposition 1.9 then indicate that the

appropriate relative homotopy groups vanish.
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